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PREFACE 

Rin-chen-bzan-po is the key figure in the Later Spread of 
Dharma after its persecution by Glan-dar-ma in A.D. 901. Due 
to him it first appeared in Mnah-ris and later on spread to Dbus 
and Gtsan. He is famous for his translations of both the stitras 
and tantras, and extensive explanations of the Prajiiiiplramita. 
The Blue Annals says: "The later spread of the Tantras in Tibet 
was greater than the early spread, and this was chiefly due to 
this translator (10-tsa-ba). He attended on seventy-five panditas, 
and heard from them the exposition of numerous treatises on 
the Doctrine. Bla-chen-po Lha-lde-btsan bestowed on him the 
dignity of Chief Priest (dbuhi ntchod-gnus) and of Vajrkirya 
(rdo-rje slob-dpon). He was presented with the estate of 2er in 
Spu-hrans, and built temples. He erected many temples and 
shrines at Khra-tsa, Ron and other localities, as well as numerous 
stfipas. He had many learned disciples, such as Gur-iin Brtson- 
grus-rgyal-mtshan and other, as well as more than ten transla- 
tors who were able to correct translations (811s'-chen pher-bahi 
10-tsa-ba). Others could not compete with him in his daily work, 
such as the erection of images and translation of (sacred texts), 
etc. He paid for the recital of the Niima-sangiti a hundred thou- 
sand times in the Sanskrit language, and a hundred thousand 
times in Tibetan, and made others recite it a hundred thousand 
times". (Blue Annals 68-69). 

"This Great Translator on three occasions journeyed to Kas- 
mira, and there attended on many teachers. He also invited many 
panditas to Tibet and properly established the custom of preach- 
ing (the Yoga Tantras). (Blue Annals 352). 

In Tibet the system of Jiiinapiida was first introduced by the 
Great Translator Rin-chen-bzan-po. The latter preached it to his 
disciples and it was handed down through their lineage (Blue 
Annals 372). The widely propagated teaching and manuals of 
meditation (sgrub-yig) according to the initiation and Tantra 



of Sri-~amvara, originated first in the spiritual lineage of the 
disciples of the Great Translator Rin-chen-bzan-po (Blue Annals 
3 80). 

"At that time the 10-tsa-ba Rin-chen-hzan-po thought: 'His 
knowledge as a scholar is hardly greater than mine, but since he 
has been invited by Lha-bla-ma, it will be necessary (for me) to 
attend on him.' He accordingly invited him to his own residence 
at the vihiira of Mtho-ldin. (In the vihiira) the deities of the 
higher and lower Tantras were represented according to their 
respective degrees and for each of them the Master composed a 
laudatory verse. When the Master sat down on the mat, the lo- 
tsa-ba (Rin-chen-bzan-po) inquired from him: 'Who composed 
these verses?'-'These verses were composed by myself this very 
instant' replied the Master, and the 10-tsa-ba was filled with awe 
and amazement. The Master then said to the 10-tsa-ba: 'What 
sort of doctrine do you know?' The 10-tsa-ba told him in brief 
about his knowledge and the Master said: 'If there are men such 
as you in Tibet, then there was no need of my coming to  Tibet!' 
Saying so, he joined the palms of his hands in front of his chest 
in devotion. Again the Master asked the 10-tsa-ba '0 great lotsa- 
ba when an individual is to practise all the teachings of Tantras 
sitting on a single mat, how is he to act?' The 10-tsa-ba replied: 
'Indeed, one should practise according to each (Tantra) separa- 
tely.' The Master exclaimed: 'Rotten is the 10-tsa-ba! Indeed there 
was need of my coming to Tibet! All these Tantras should be 
practised together.' The Master taught him the 'Magic Mirror 
of the Vajrayiina' (Gsan-snags-hphrul-gyi me-lon), and a great 
faith was born in the 10-tsa-ba, and he thought: 'This Master is 
the greatest among the great scholars!' He requested the Master 
to correct (his) previous translations. . . . 

"The Master said: 'I am going to Central Tibet (Dbus), you 
should accompany me as interpreter. At that time the great lo- 
tsa-ba was in his 85th year, and taking off his hat, he said to the 
Master (pointing out to his white hair): 'My head has gone thus. 
I am unable to render service'. I t  is said that the great 10-tsa-ba 
had sixty learned teachers, besides the Master, but these others 
failed to make the 10-tsa-ba meditate. The Master said: '0 great 
10-tsa-ba! The sufferings of this phenomenal world are difficult to 
bear. One should labour for the benefit of all living beings. Now, 



pray practise meditation!' The 10-tsa-ba listened attentively to 
these words, and erected a house with three doors, over the outer 
door he wrote the following words: 'Within this door, should a 
thought of attachment to this Phenomenal World arise even for 
one single moment only, may the Guardians of the Doctrine 
split (my) head!' Over the middle door (he wrote): 'Should a 
thought of self-interest arise even for one single moment only, 
may the Guardians of the Doctrine split (my) head.' Over the 
inner door (he wrote): 'Should an ordinary thought arise even 
for one single moment only, may the Guardians of the Doctrine 
split (my) head' (The first inscription corresponds to the stage of 
Theravlda, the second to that of the Bodhisattva-yina, and the 
third to the Tantrayina). After the departure of the Master, he 
practised 'one-pointed' (ekigra) meditation for ten years and had 
a vision of the magdala of Sri-~amvara. He passed away at the 
age of 97". (Blue Annals 249-250). 

While Buddhism spread anew with greater purity and its under- 
standing deepened by the new sfitras and tantras, Rin-chen-bzan- 
po realised that the translations of sacred texts alone would not 
do, and to irradiate the faith temples would have to be built and 
would also have to be attractive to draw people. He brought with 
him artists and craftsmen from Kashmir to embellish temples 
newly built all over the country. The temples at Tsaparang. 
Tholing, Tabo and elsewhere in Western Tibet bear clear eviden- 
ce of the craftsmanship of Kashmiri masters. The murals of Man- 
nan temple are the only surviving frescoes of the Kashmiri idiom 
known today. There is a sharp distinction between the school of 
Guge and the school of Central Tibet. inspite of the same spiri- 
tual world. While Guge leaned on Kashmir because of geograp- 
hic proximity, Central Tibetan schools were influenced by the 
Pila and Nepalese idiom (Tucci 1949:1.272-275). 

The biographies of Rin-chzn-bzan-po afford very few dates in 
his life. The main chronological landmarks are: 

A.D. Age 
958 - He was born at Rad-nis. 
970 13 He was ordained by Ye-Bes-bzan-po in Mnah-ris pro- 

per. 
975 I8 He set out for Kashmir and stayed for 13 years in 

India. 



1042 85 He met AtiSa on arrival in Tibet. 
1055 98 He passed into nirviina at Khva-tse Vin-gir (Blue 

Annals 69). 

Since Prof. Tucci published his monograph in 1933, very few 
original sources or studies have appeared on Rin-chen-bzan-po. 
In 1977, Rdo-rje-tshe-brtan brought out Collected Biographical 
Material about Lo-chen Rin-chen-bzang-po and his subsequent re- 
etnbodiments (Delhi: Laxmi Printing Works). It reproduces manu- 
scripts from the library of the Dkyil Monastery in Spiti. The 
third text in this collection is a biography of Rin-chen-bzan-po 
by Dpal-ye-Ses of Khyi-than in Guge. It has been translated into 
English by David L. Snellgrove and Tadeusz Skorupski, The 
Czlltural Heritge of Ladakh, 2.83- 100. 

A manuscript of the biography of Rin-chen-bzan-po by Dpal- 
ye-Ses entitled Bla-ma lotstsh-ba-chen-pohi rnam-par-thar-pa: 
Dri-ina-n~ed-pa s'el-gyi hphreri zes-bya-ba (1 9 folios) has been 
reproduced at the end of this volume. 



5 1. Historical background 

Rin-chen-bzan-po is without doubt one of the most Important 
figures in the history of Tibetan Buddhism and a man distinctly 
representative of the period in which he lived. In him converged 
and united the characteristics and spiritual needs of h s  people 
and his age. It would not be useless, therefore, to study his figure 
as an apostle of Buddhism in the Land of Snows, in the light of 
the material that is available today. 

In recalling his person, his travels, and his works we can relive 
that spiritual atmosphere and that historic moment to which he 
belonged. In illuminating the events in which he took part or 
which happened around him, it will be possible to clarify several 
points that are still obscure in the history of Western Tibet, and 
in general, the role that he played in the rebirth of Buddhism in 
the plateaus of the Himalayas. 

Only Francke (1) has mentioned on several occasions the work 
of the Lotsava Rin-chen-bzan-po, from which he justly recognized 
him as one of the greatest constructors of temples and sacred 
edifices in Indian Tibet and as the translator of the Prajiiiipiira- 
mita-the versions of which we will see subsequently-that is 
one of those mystical treatises that represent the essential found- 
ation of the Mahiyiina dogma and that constitute together the 
necessary prerequisite of the mystical experiences described and 
elaborated in Tantric literature. But Rin-chen-bzan-po was and 
did yet much more: the Prajfiiipiramita is a very small part of his 
immense work as translator. The texts that he transformed from 
Sanskrit into Tibetan are rather numerous and consider the most 

(1) Airtiquities of Zrtdiurr Tibet, 1.40 et passim. 



diverse arguments-although remaining mostly within the limits 
of mystical works and canonical treatises that the universally 
accepted tradition attributed to the revelation of the Buddha him- 
self. 

Thus it was through the translations that he made or that were 
made at his request, that a great part of the sacred and exegetic 
literature reached Tibet, at a moment in which Buddbist doctrine 
was in great danger, having been struck, in fact, by the persecu- 
tions of the apostate king, Glan-dar-ma; it threatened to degene- 
rate by means of Tantric ritual, erroneously taken as an end in 
itself without that rich foundation that represents its theoretical 
justification, into pure magic and thus be merged again with the 
religion of the Bon, who had never considered themselves as con- 
quered, and strong from the momentary advantage, competed 
fiercely against the new faith for the domination of consciences. 
And thus it was precisely Rin-chen-bzan-po who predicted and 
anticipated the numerous bands of the great apostles, whether 
Tibetan or Indian, that in the 10th and 1 lth centuries infused 
new life into the doctrine, which having crossed the barrier of the 
Himalayas for over two centuries, had not yet been able to or- 
ganize itself in a systematic manner. Rin-chen-bzan-po and the 
royal dynasties are to be credited with having made direct and 
more binding ties with India and with having called to Tibet the 
most famous masters and doctors of that time. They wanted to 
learn under their direction the innermost spirit of the sacred 
texts and to relive in all their profundity the mystical experiences 
that these texts had revealed by almost literally transplanting the 
celebrated schools of India in the hermitages of the Himalayas. 
The enthusiasm of the neophytes moved the masters, and dis- 
ciples full of zeal and faith descended by the inaccessible paths 
of the Himalayan range into India, and the Indian doctors clim- 
bed under their guidance the same roads and renewed in Buddhism 
that was by now declining that apostolic activity that it had 
inspired in its golden age. AtiSa from the monastery of VikramaSila 
brought with him the subtleties of dialectics, the sublime ex- 
periences of the mystical ascent, and the daring Tantric practices, 
which investigated with profound analysis the mysterious forces 
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of the subconscious and controlled them until they were subli- 
mated in the full light of conciousness. and with his lay dis- 
ciple, Hbrom-ston, founded the sect of the Kadampa, which was 
four centuries later, to produce the reform of Tson-kha-pa. Soma- 
nitha from Kashmir introduced the theory of the Kilacakra that 
transformed astrology and astronomy into thaumaturgic forces 
and into vehicles of salvation, by assimilating the microcosm 
to the macrocosm. Marpa: the translator, descended instead into 
India becoming a disciple to another luminary of VikramaSili- 
Niropi-and transplanted into Tibet the mysteries of the esoteric 
Buddhist schools, and through his favoured disciple, Milaraspa, 
became the inspiror and spiritual father of the Kargyupa that 
still lives a glorious life today. 

fi 2. The I~nportance of Ritt-chen-hzari-po as lotsii~ta 

Rin-chen-bzan-po is not connected with any of the many schools 
that were to multiply on Tibetan soil. One still cannot speak of 
sects in his time. These were a subsequent development, owing 
to the appearance of very unique personalities, doctors. mystics 
or reformers and to the foundation of tbe great monasteries in 
which the school begun by them gatbered together and perpe- 
tuated itself, almost as a repository and symbol of their work. In 
the period that we are discussing the same schools that existed 
in India were transferred to Tibetan soil; generally, they were no 
longer those that they once were, that is, directed as rivals towards 
very disparate ends with dogmatical and doctrinal peculiarities 
all their own. Even if one hears mentioned in the commentaries 
of a Yoglcara or a Madhyamika view, the late interpretations 
of these systems in the end almost converge and meet in the 
same vision. And metaphysics is by now nothing more than the 
foundation of Tantric practices, for which experience is worth 
more than theory. Now it is just this type of literature that Rin- 
chen-bzan-po translated and it is this Tantric doctrine that he 
followed and spread in a special way. Rather than speaking of 
sects, we can speak of methods of interpretation of this or that 
Tantra or of preferences given, in some centres, to one Tantric 
cycle rather than to another. But following one line of experi- 



ences (sampradzya) did not prevent one from passing also to 
others at  another time. In a certain sense, Buddhist teaching is 
altered. It is no longer, predominantly, simple abhidharma, meta- 
physics, and dialectic, nor is it any longer a fact of intellectual 
consciousness, but one of experience and ecstasy. One does not 
teach solely in order to understand a text, but rather to experience 
and relive a mystical state. Each Tantra describes, explains in 
symbolic fashion, and aims to reproduce in living particular 
cycles of truth that correspond, in fact, to  a different spiritual 
level, but among the diverse levels represented by the various 
cycles, one cannot say that there is a gradation of value: they 
are contiguous, but necessarily dissimilar, because they are pro- 
portionate to the preparation of the neophyte. Each Tantra pre- 
supposes, then, an initiation that changes the letter into the 
spirit and that consecrates in a definite manner the spiritual con- 
quest that the adept has by now reached or acquired. 

Thus the task of the lotsava is not just that of a simple trans- 
lator. There is no doubt that it required an expert's mastery of 
Sanskrit or of the other languages in which the texts of the Law 
were written. As it is known, there was no lack of treatises 
translated from Chinese, from the language of Gilgit ( l )  (Bru-Ba), 
from Uigur etc., but it was also necessary for the lotsava to create 
a bit of his own language and style. It was not an easy matter, 
because a literary experience was still lacking or was just about to 
be established in Tibet: many and diverse dialects were spoken 

( I )  Concerning Bru-za (Gilgit) see the monograph of Laufer, Die Bru-za- 
Sprache und die historische Stellung des P d m a  Sambhava. T' oung Pao. 11, 
IX. The influence of Gilgit on Tibet belongs, without a doubt, to the most 
ancient period of TibetanBuddhism and this occurred not only with regard 
to Buddhism, but also with regard to Bon. Since 1881 it has been known 
from a publication of Chandra Das, "Contributions on Tibet", Journal of 
the Asiatic Society of Bengal 1881 : 198 that a priest Bon of Bru-za figures 
among the first systematizers of the Bon religion, based on information that 
Chandra inferred from the Grub-mrhab fel-gyi me-Ion. The information 
is confirmed from the same sources of the Bon-po; in fact, three masters of 
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there. Thus a unified language comprehensible to all the provinces 
was necessary. He had to continue and in many places revise and 
correct the work begun by Tibetans and Indians since the time of 
Khri-sron-lde-btsan and Ral-pa-can. Nor was it a slight undertak- 
ing to reproduce the ideas contained in the Buddhist texts in a 
manner that could be understood by all: he had to bend the marve- 
lous construction of the Sanskrit sentence to a different syntax and 
findequivalents for those philosophical terms so expressive of the 
dogmatical or mystical texts that were the magnificent fruit of 
the incomparable religious and speculative experience of India. 
The task must have appeared all the more vast and difficult be- 
cause, in fact, he had to create not only a literature but a new 
culture, or rather, he had to give to Tibet a culture that it had 
never possessed before. That could only happen through the in- 
troduction of the new religion, that little by little, permeated the 
consciences, shaped all of life, and having already penetrated for 
about three centuries, had its glories, its defeats, and its martyrs. 
The lotsavas, then, were not simply literati; when they descended 
into India in search of a treatise to translate and make known 
to their country, they did not content themselves with under- 
standing the literal sense: by means of the book, they searched 
for the mystical experience it contained, and relived in all its pro- 
fundity its intimate and esoteric significance, which they possessed 
no longer as dead letters, but as living and vivifiing spirit. Only 
in this way could they transplant it in Tibet and continue there 
that uninterrupted chain of masters and disciples, which if 
broken, a book would remain incomprehensible and inefficacious 
words, as happened to many texts for which they confess that 

the name of Bon are cited as of Bru-za extraction, Bru, in the Bon-po 
liturgical manual entitled: Phyag-len ltar gsari-sriags spyi spuris-hgrelugs 
zin-ris (corr. bris) &ha-bskarbthat I propose to publish shortly. On the other 
hand, the Deb-?her srion-po (ga 2) informs us that Sans-rgyas-ye-Ses went to 
the country of Bru-Sa (sic) to study with the peat lotsava of Bru-Sa Btsan- 
skyes. The discoveries of manuscripts in Gilgit (Journal Royal Asfaric So- 
ciety (sic) 193 1:863, Indian Historical Quarterly 1932:93, 342 and Journal 
Asiurlque 1932:13) document in a precise manner the importance that Bud- 
dhism must have had at one time in that region. 



there is no longer a way to have an initiation, dbari, because 
there are no longer any masters. 

3. Rin-clzen-bzari-po as a builder of temples 

But if the importance of Rin-chen-bzan-po is such that the 
historian of Tibetan Buddhism can no longer ignore his figure, it 
is certain that he particularly affects Western Tibet, that was his 
birthplace. Because in Ladakh, in Lahul, in Spiti, in Guge, in 
Purang, along the valley of the Sutlej there is not a small ancient 
temple that tradition still does not connect with the great Lot- 
sava. Rightly or wrongly, we do not always know: but one thing 
is undeniable; that in addition to being a great translator, he was 
also a great builder of temples and of stupas (mchod-rten), which 
he disseminated in Western and Indian Tibet. Thus his figure 
cannot be disassociated from that great building activity that 
took place around 1000 A.D. in these regions that are perennial 
centres of Lamaist culture. Let us be quiteclear: when one speaks 
of Lamaism, usually, the immense convents populated with hun- 
dreds, at times thousands, of monks that the travelers to Tibet 
have described, come to mind. That occurred after the founda- 
tion of the Yellow Sect and the consolidation of the theocracy. 
In the beginning the situation was otherwise. The very term ino- 
nastery, dgon-pa (that translates the Sanskrit iranyuka) given in 
Tibetan for monastery demonstrates its original character: it is 
not a place of meeting, conventus, but of segregation, monas- 
teriunz, a refuge more or less removed from the inhabited centers, 
as much as was necessary to live undisturbed in meditation, but 
not so remote to render difficult those contacts with the inhabited 
world that even an ascetic needs. Whether chapels or small tem- 
ples, Iha-khan are almost rectangular, of the type of Alchi Tabo 
and Lha-lun, described by Francke and by Shuttleworth (1). 

(1) Francke, Antiquities of Itrdlmz Tibet, I .  
Shut tleworth, Lhn-lrrri temple. Spyi-l i ,  "Memoirs of the Archaeological 

Survey of India", 39. 
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Many of the temples have remained virtually unchanged over 
the centuries, the end, even today, of the devout pilgrimages of 
the faithful: that was the fate particularly of those that are found 
in districts that are inaccessible, sparsely populated or poor, 
where that prosperity and richness of the country and the people 
are lacking that favoured the development of the great monas- 
teries. Instead, the dgon-pa erected in proximity to the caravan 
routes or more densely populated centres experienced greater 
fortune and expansion, since with the diffusion and the propaga- 
tion of the monastic orders they became the centres around 
which great building activity was generated by patrons and 
donors. And the famous doctors who studied or established them- 
selves in them, almost consecrating them by the saintliness of 
their persons and drawing around them crowds of proselytes and 
admirers, contributed not only to spreading the prestige of the 
monastery, but also to increasing its size. Such was the case, for 
example, with the monastery at Toling, that arose quickly on the 
temple founded by Rin-chen-bzan-po, since it was protected by 
the kings of Guge, or also the monastery of Lamayuru that is 
built against Sen-ge-sgan another early chapel, certainly, even if 
it could not be attributed precisely to Rin-chen-bzan-po. 

When one remembers that the temples and chapels built by 
Rin-chen-bzan-po (and that have remained unviolated) are rich 
in frescoes, stuccos or wooden sculpture and that much of this 
artistic decoration and furnishings is without a doubt inspired 
by, or even of actual Indian workmanshp, as for example. in the 
wooden sculpture in the monastery of Alchi or those of Tabo, 
it becomes evident that a study of the activity of Rin-chen-bzan- 
po does not pertain solely to the history of Buddhist doctrine, 
but also to that of Tibetan art. He lived, as we have seen, in a 
period of great importance for the formation and development of 
Tibetan culture: it is the period in which Buddhism, declining in 
India because of the victorious renewal of Brahrnanic currents 
and because of the Islamic incursions that were destroying, little 
by little, its religious centres and universities, transplanted itself 
in Tibet and Nepal through the work of an elect host of pandits 
and mystics, the memory of whom the Tibetan chronicles have 
preserved for us; it is also, then, that Tibet establishes more in- 



tense spiritual bonds with the country of Sakyamuni and sends 
beyond the barriers of Himalayas, to the Indian plains, its pil- 
grims and its lotsavas to come back from their pious mission car- 
rying books and new experiences. The pandits and lotsavas were 
followed by artisans and artists. The renaissance of Buddhism 
gave a great impulse to Tibetan art. The biography of Rin-chen- 
bzan-po points out to us one of the ways through which that im- 
pulse reached the Land of Snows. It was in a special way from 
Kashmir that Western Tibet imported its artists. I t  is wrong to 
believe that Tibetan art developed completely under the influence 
of Nepalese and through this of Bengali art: a very considerable 
place is due to Kashmiri artists, and it will be the task of future 
research to clarify this. The biography of Rin-chen-bzan-po - as 
we will see shortly-openly makes reference to the Kashmiri 
artists that he employed. The cultural dependence of Western 
Tibet on Kashmir is, moreover, explicitly confirmed by our sour- 
ces. 

Western Tibet had, thus, a great importance in the Buddhist 
renewal that took place around the first millenium of our era: 
Rin-chen-bzan-po, the lotsava of Zans-dkar, and the kings of 
Guge that invited AtiSa are witnesses to it. 

4. The conditions of Buddhism at the time of Rin-chen-bzari-po 

The history of the introduction of Buddhism in Tibet demons- 
trates that it diffused under the shelter and protection of the 
court and especially through the patronage that it received on 
the part of the princes and the powerful. The persecution against 
the faith initiated by Glan-dar-ma (in 901) interrupted, and for a 
short time broke that spiritual continuity that had bound India 
to the Land of Snows. First of all, they had lost the gene- 
rous support of the royal house, and by then it had become 
impossible to maintain in the accustomed splendour the temples 
already erected on Tibetan soil and to continue in an efficacious 
manner the work of propaganda that had been initiated; in addi- 
tion, they attacked the offensive of the sect of Bon-po with mani- 
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fest violence, since even if they were not as persecuted as the 
Buddhist sources would want one to believe, they had certainly 
lost most of the privileges that at one time they had enjoyed 
uncontested and had to begin again, on their part, the battle to 
regain terrain and to make full use of unexpected favourable cir- 
cumstances. 

To these external causes that prepared for the monetary ecli- 
pse of Buddhism one must add the internal ones. Constrained to 
hide themselves, persecuted without the possibilify of renewing 
themselves by means of the stimulus of Indian missionaries, the 
Buddhists degenerated. There was an involuntary return to the 
primitive beliefs that Buddhism in its early enthusiasm had sup- 
pressed, but not completely extinguished; there was also the 
advantage that the traditional religious experience of the race 
had over the new forms imported from outside. 

In fact, the Buddhism that was imposed on the masses in this 
first period, was not at all that of the wonderous flowering of its 
dogma nor of the daring constructions of its metaphysics, but 
principally that of Tantric liturgy, and not always in its best forms. 
What I mean to  say is that the Tantric rituality that was greatly 
diffused was certainly not that that accompanied and favoured 
the great mystic experiences and served to translate the axioms 
of mystical theory into psychologically relived truth, but above 
all that (Tantric rituality) whose character was predominantly 
magical and exorcistic. To the multitudes-this !S not the case 
with the lotsavas and the few doctors who were in a position to 
understand the significance of even the works of dogma that had 
already been translated-Buddhism must have appeared as a 
system of formulas and rites more efficacious for subduing those 
spirits and multiformed demons that they imagined populated 
the region, much more so than the magic of Bon-po. 

Left alone to  themselves without the guidance of the great 
masters who relived the faith and who gave a clearer and more 
comprehensive vision of the essence of Buddhism, the Tibetan 
converts were inevitably drawn back to their original beliefs; or 
even if they professed themselves to be Buddhists their Buddhism 
became less and less distinguishable from the practices of Bon. 



And this is why the Tibetan historians are perfectly correct 
when they define the rebirth of Buddhism in the period of our 
lotsava as a "new penetration" of Buddhism, phyi dur, to distin- 
guish it from the first one that began at the time of Sron-btsan- 
sgam-po and that is usually known as snar dar "the first propa- 
gation of the faith". 

5 5. The dynasties of Western Tibet as patrons of Buddhism 

But around seventy years after the persecutions of Glan-dar- 
ma a new impulse was given to Tibetan Buddhism principally 
through the efforts of the dynasties of Western Tibet, that hav- 
ing profited from the disorder that occurred at  the death of the 
apostate king, had succeeded in forming for themselves autono- 
mous principalities and in founding more or less vast kingdoms 
that continued their own and not inglorious lives for several 
centuries. But everything derived from Glari-dar-ma, since it was 
founded by his grandnephews. The Buddhism that he persecuted, 
was given new strength by the work of his descendants. 

The great importance that the western provinces had for the 
rebirth of Tibetan Buddhism is widely recognized by historians 
and by the chronicles, as for example, in the Pad-ma-dkar-po, 
that dedicates to it a special paragraph of its histories (fol. 107); 
even the second chapter of the Deb-ther-snon-po that is dedi- 
cated to the secbnd propagation of the faith begins with their 
work. 

Nor are there lacking modern scholars, who for different rea- 
sons, however, are concerned with these dynasties. Nor could it 
be otherwise, because we will see shortly, it was during this 
period that they were energetically engaged in the activity of 
translation, whose limits must be precisely established if one 
wants to determine chronologically the compilation of at least 
one part of Tibetan collections. And, in fact, it was with this in- 
tention that Huth ( I )  turned his attention for the first time to 

(1) Huth, Nachtragliche Ergebnisse bezugl. der chronologischen Ansetzung 
der Werke im Tibetischen Tanjur, Abteilrrng mDo (Sfitra). Band 117-124, 
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Rin-chen-bzan-po and his translations, while Francke concerned 
himself particularly with our dynasty from the historical point of 
view and as a reference to the ancient genealogies of Ladakh. 
But some of the sources that I used were not available to my 
predecessors, nor was it the aim of any of them, as it is mine, to 
go into details. 

Therefore, it would not be inopportune on the basis of the 
sources now at our disposal and from which I have profitted, to 
reconstruct the genealogy of these dynasties that encouraged, 
if they did not directly advise Rin-chen-bzan-po with regard to 
his activities and that governed in particular that zone called 
Mnah-ris bskor gsum that consists of Mar-yul, Guge, and Pu-ran 
(Purang) (l). 

It is obvious that it is impossible to define precisely the limits 
of these provinces, since they must have varied from century to 
century according to historical circumstances, conquests, and 
treaties. Generally, one can say that Mar-yul corresponds to the 
westernmost territory, that is to Ladakh. Mar-yul is the most 
ancient form that one finds in the chronicles, or used by histor- 
ians, and also in the inscriptions that has been substituted in 
more recent times by the form that is most common today, Man- 
yul. But originally the form Man-yul referred only to the district 
between Nepal and Tibet near Skyi-ron or Skyid in whose proxi- 
mity was the birthplace of Milaraspa (2). Guge is the intermedi- 
ary province, certainly not as restricted as it would appear from 

in Zeit. der Deutsch. Morgenland. Gesellschaft 49 (1985). 279 preceded par- 
tially by S. Ch. Das, Contributions on the religion, history, etc. of Tibet, 
TIT, Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 188 1 : 21 1-25 1. Francke, Antiqui- 
ties of Indian Tibet, I T .  

(1) The division of the Tibetan Mha-ris  according to Orazio della Penna 
is equally tri-partite: Ngari Sankar (zads-dkar), Ngari Purang, and Ngari 
Tamo (see "Breve notizia del Regno del Tibet dal (sic) Fra Francesco 
Orazio della Penna di Billi", by M. Klaproth. Nouveau Jourttal Asiatique. 
1835). 

(2) See for ex. the colophon to the translation of the Buddhacarita, Mdo 
hgrel, be, fol. 119b and further the testimony of Bu-stonChos-hbyun. 
trans. by Obermiller, part 11, p. 187 "to Kyi-roh in Man-yul". M&-yul 
bordered on the west with Guh-thh that was in Guge. 



the Survey map (52 P) that limits it to the group of mountains 
south of Chumurti. Even today the monastery of Toling (Totling) 
is considered the centre of Guge; and the first Tibetan province 
of the high valley of the Sutlej that borders Kunuwari,has been 
generically called Guge. Tt is not improbable that it also compris- 
ed the present-day Spiti. 

Pu-ran (in ancient spelling Spu-hrans. Pu-hrans, in the modern 
Spu-rans, Pu-rans) comprised the lands to the east of Guge and 
as far south as lake Manasarovar. 

These sources were used in order to reconstruct the genealogy 
of the dynasties that ruled these provinces: the Rgyal-rubs gsal- 
hahi me-lon or the genealogy of the kings of Tibet, the Deb-ther 
snon-po written by GBon-nu-dpal, the lotsava of Gos, and doubt- 
less one of the most accurate and scrupulous, although apparent- 
ly schematic, historical works on Tibet that I know, the Chos- 
hbyun of Bu-ston and that of Pad-ma-dkar-po; the ch~onicles of 
the kings of Ladakh edited or studied by Schlagintweit, Marx, 
and Francke. Partial lists are recovered in the Sanskrit-Tibetan 
formulary discovered at Tun Huang and edited by Hackin (For- 
nlulaire sancrit-tibe'tain) and the extracts of Sum-pa mkhan-po. 

All these sources present a great uniformity except for details 
of minor importance that is in a certain sense a guaranty of their 
general reliability. In this light the text published by Hackin 
which represents a document chronologically very close to the 
period that interests us, assumes a singular importance together 
with those scarce bits of information that can be gleaned here 
and there from the colophons of contemporary translations col- 
lected in the Bstan-hgyur. That the sources listed are interrelated 
or dependent on one another also becomes evident: there is no 
doubt for example, that the chronicles of Ladakh, apparently a 
late compilation, reproduce a close version of that of the Rgyal- 
rabs that is also followed quite closely by Pad-ma-dkar-po. An 
independent source is represented by the Deb-ther, which Bu- 
ston follows closely. 



RGYAL-RABS (p. f 40-1 42) (1) 
Glan-dar-ma 

I 
7- 3 

wod-srubs Yum-brtan 
I 

skyid-de-iii-ma-rngon Bkra-f is-rtsegs 
(from Mi~ah-ris Pu-rans (2) 

I 7 
I - 

) Dpal-lde Hod-lde Skyid-lde 

7 3 

Dpal-gyl-mgon Bkra-Sis-mgon Me-btsug-mgon 

(from Mar-yul) (from Pu-rans) (from pan-iun Guge 
I 

r 
Ai-ba-hod Lha-bla-ma ~ o d - G e  (3) 

byan-chub-hod I 
Btsan-lde 

(1) Up to Bkra-Sis-mgon the genealogy is reproduced substantially also 
in the mam-thar of G.yu-thog Yon-tan-rngon-go. 

(2) In the text Mualprigs p. 42; on p. 140 gya-rig. 
(3) The same genealogy is followed by Klob-rdol bla-ma. 
(4) Up to this king the dynasty governed in addition to Gugt also Mar- 

yul and Pu-ran. 



PADMA-DKAR-PO (p. 107) 
Glan-dar-ma 

I 
r -  -'--- 7 

Hod-sruns Yum-btsan 
I 

Dpal-hkhor-btsan 
I 

--------p -3 
Skyid-[llde-iii-ma-hod Bkra-Sis-rtsegs-dpal 

I 1 
7------ 7 - - - ' - - - - -  7 

Bkra-Sis- Lde- Dpal-gyi Dpal-lde Hod-lde Skyid-lde 
-mgon-po gtsug- -mgon 

I mgon 

Hod-rgyal-mtshan 
I 

r----- 7 
Sron-be Kho-re 

1 
Lha-lde 

I 
----------- 7 

Hod-lde Byan-chub-hod pi-ba-hod 



DEB-THER (Ka 19) & BU-STON (1) 
Hod-smhs 

I 
Dpal-hkhor-btsan 

r - - - - - - - - - - -  
Khri Bkra-iis-rtsegs-pa-dpal 

- sky id-lde-Ai-ma-mgon 
(in Stod) (in Miiah-ris) 

I I 
-------- 7 

 pal-lde Hod-lde Kyid-lde 
I 
I 

C------------------ 7 

Dpal-gyi-mgon Bkra-Sis-lde-mgon Lde-gtsug-mgon 

(Mar (Spu-hrans) pan-zun (Guge) 
I 

r - -  7 I 
N iga r i j a  Devarija Lha-lde 

I 

(1) Up to Zhi-ba-bod the genealogy of Dpag-bsam-ljon-bzaA agrees with 
that of the Deb-ther, then from Rtselde it follows that of the Rgyalrabs. 
There is also a complete agreement between the Deb-ther and Bu-ston 
(trans. Obenniller 2:200,212). There are only differences in spelling to be 
noted as for example: instead of dPal-gyi-mgon, Bu-ston has Dpal-gyi-lde- 
rig-pa-mgon; for IJkhor-re: ukhor-lde; for Sroh-be: Srob-de and for m a r -  
lde: Dbah-lde. Bkra-Sis-lde is the Khri Bkra-MS-dban-phyug Nam-mkhab- 
btsan of Bu-ston p. 216. The name Rmal or Srnal of the last kings of the 
list is evidently a dynastic name which corresponds without a doubt to the 
Sanskrit Malla. As is known, a dynasty of this name also ruled over Nepal. 
See S. Levi, Le Nepal, 2. 212. 



DOCUMENT PELLIOT 
[dpal hkhor btsan] 

l 
r--' 7 

Khris-kyi-lin Bkra-f is-rtsegs-pa-dpal 
I I 

7-------- 7 7------ 7 
Dpal-byin Bkra-Sis Leg-gtsug Dpal-lde Hod-lde Khri-lde 
-mgon -mgon -mgon 

I 
7 

Acara Khri-lde Lha-cig 
-mgon cag-ge 

LIFE OF A T ~ S A  (p. 71 ) 
Dar-ma 

I 

r 7 

Kliri Bkra-Sis-brtsegs-dpa1 Khri Skyid-lde-fii-ma-mgon 
(Mnah-ris stod) 

I 
--- - - - - --- - - . - - 7 

Bkra-Sis-mgon Dpal-gyi-mgon Lde-gtsug-mgon 
(Pu-rans) (Z'an-iun) (Man-yul) 

I 

c----- 7 ! 
Devarfija Nfigarija I 

(1) He left the throne to Lha-lde. 
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BKAH-THAN (na 69) 
Dar-ma 

I 

~ ~ a l - h k h o r - c a n  
(king of Sman-lun sic !) 

I 

Bkra-Sis-mgon 
r---------- 7 

1,ha bla-ma Khri-dpal 
I 

The most interesting figures forus in this long list of kings 
and princes, many of whom are no more and will be no more than 
just names, are without a doubt Hkhor-re, Sron-lie ( l ) ,  Lha-lde, 
Hod-lde, Bla-ma Byan-chub-hod, ki-ba-hod, Rtse-lde because 
they were the true authors of that rebirth of Buddhism that 
occurred in the 10th and 1 l th centuries, with whom and under 
their patronage. Rin-chen-bzan-po and the many masters who 
were brought from India collaborated. Indeed, we will find 
among the lotsavas of this period one of the princes of the royal 
family mentioned above. 

All the sources, although they differ with regard to the 
names indicated, are in agreement in affirming that of the two 
grandsons of Skid-lde hi-ma-mgon-according to the Rgyal-rabs 
and followed by Padma-dkar-po and Klon-rdol bla-ma that 
would mean the sons of Lde-tsugs-mgon and thus the princes of 
Guge, while the Deb-ther snon-po says that they were the sons of 
Bkra-Sis-mgon and thus implicitly kings of Pu-ran-one renounced 
the throne and took vows with his two sons leaving power in the 
hands of his younger brother. In fact, the Rgyal-rabs, which in 

(1) Thus in almost all the sources; but the forms Ukhor-lde and SroQde 
occur also (in Bu-ston), which form is the most exact can be established 
only by comparisoll with contemporary epigraphical information; the fre- 
quency of Ide in these onomastic types should lead one to consider this the 
original form. 



this case Pad-ma-dkar-po echoes, narrates that the king who 
became a monk was Sron-ne, the father of Niigariija and 
Devargja, while the Deb-ther followed also by Bu-ston asserts 
that it was precisely the eldest one, that is Hkhor-re, who took 
vows togcther with his two sons, leaving the government to the 
younger brother Sron-ne (ka19, ca2). 

The question will be resolved definitively either by earlier chro- 
nicles that may eventually come to light or by epigraphical data 
that further exploration of Western Tibet will provide for us. 
One of these inscriptions, actually, is already, known and was 
discovered and mentioned by Francke (2) as early as 1914: but, 
unfortunately, it preserves for us only the name that the prince 
assumed after having taken the vows and with which he is 
usually recorded in our sources, I mean, Lha-bla-ma Ye-Ses-hod, 
which in the inscription is preceeded by the royal titles in use for 
this dynasty, Dpal-lha-btsan-po. But because of the greater anti- 
quity and the general accuracy that distinguish the works of 
Gion-nu-dpal and of Bu-ston, I am inclined to consider as more 
valid the information contained in the Deb-ther snon-po than that 
in the other chronicles and histories which reproduce a single 
model, that is to say the scheme that inspired the Rgyal-rabs, if 
not the Rgyal-rabs itself. 

At any rate there is reason to consider that the renunciation 
of the administration of public matters on the part of Lha-bla-ma 
Ye-Ses-hod was not absolute. The title L,ha-bla-ma-Sanskrit deva- 
guru, the master of chief of the gods, that he assumed is certainly 
not an hieratic title. 

It is a title that we also usually see adopted by many of his 
successors; it probably indicated that the prince had taken reli- 
gious vows and that, in addition to being the head of the state, 
he was also the religious head (3); in fact we know from 
Pad-ma-dkar-po that Ye-Ses-hod invested himself with ecclesias- 

- - --pp.- - -.p 

(1) Followed by Bodhimor, p. 268; according to Ssanang Ssetsen, Geschi- 
chte der Osrmo~igoletr it in ukhor-re who takes thc vows, p. 53. 

( 2 )  Atrtiquities 1.19. 
(3) In the Buddhist states the identification of princes with the Bodhisa- 

ttva is not uncommon. See Coedes, Les inscriptions rnalaises de Srivijaya, 
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tical rank. But that does not necessarily imply a total renuncia- 
tion of the governing of the realm. One ought rather to think 
that he always remained the head of state while leaving the dis- 
patch of current affairs or those of less importance to his dele- 
gates. And in fact, the princes that followed in succession until 
he was taken prisoner, that is Sron-ne and Lha-lde are called by 
GBon-nu-dpal (ca 2): rgyal-fshah, a little that corresponds to the 
Sanskrit yuvar6ja and indicates not only the heir to the throne. 
but the regent and he who as yuvaraja is associated with the 
government within certain limits. That behind this spontaneous 
assumption of religious power are also hidden political motives 
is a matter that we will have more time to consider later. 

There is yet another argument that strengthens my convic- 
tion. According to the Rgyal-rabs, Ye-Ses-hod would have been 
captured by the infidels during the journey to India that he 
undertook for the purpose of inviting in person the celebrated 
Indian teachers or according to Pad-ma-dkar-po, while intent 
on collecting money for this purpose (folio 109). 

These historians and biographers do not have the scrupulous 
accuracy of the ancient chroniclers; they concern themselves 
little with the truth: their principal aim is certainly not to give an 
exact view of the past, but principally to construct a work of 
edification and propaganda. Tt is not surprising then. that in all 
the activity of Ye-Ses-hod they see only an admirable faith and 
inexhaustible piety. But the author of the Deb-ther-snon-po 
gives us quite another reason for his expedition. He tells us 
(ca 2) that Ye-4es-hod, although having renounced the throne. 
continued to be the head of the country's armed forces. And 
since he found himself in conflict with Gar-log ( I )  he took com- 
mand of the army, was defeated and taken prisoner. It was dur- 

&illerin de I'EcoIr francaise de I'Exrr8me Orient 30.57, compare Epigraphio 
Zcylanica I. 240; L. de la Vallk Poussin in MElanges Chinois cr BorrdrOliques 
1.378. 

( 1 )  What tribe is being alluded to here we cannot determine with 
certainty. 



ing this imprisonment that the king advised his grandson Byai- 
chub-hod, who had come to the enemy camp in order to free 
hinl with a ransom of gold, to use all this wealth to invite to 
Tibet the most exalted representatives of Indian Buddhist thought. 
As is known, the advice was taken and brought about the arrival 
of AtiSa. We do not know if his brother was still living when 
Ye-Ses-hod was taken prisoner: one finds no more record of him 
in the sources. It is certain, however, that he was succeeded im- 
mediately or after a short interval by Lha-lde, who appears, in 
fact, as king in the colophon of the Tibetan translation of the 
Astasihasrikiprajii2parwit5 (1). He too, however, was not to 
live for long, because we see him succeeded by his eldest son, 
Hod-lde in whose time AtiSa arrives in Mnah-ris (Deb-ther, kha 
4,6) (2), although the principal part in bringing about this invita- 
tion seems to belong to the younger brother Byan-chub-hod who 
had taken the title of his grandfather and had received and exe- 
cuted his order to invite teachers from India. 

From the inscription of Tabo published by Francke (3), it 
would seem that even Hod-lde did not remain long on the 
throne, because he is succeeded by Byan-chub-hod who renovat- 
ed the temple of Tabo that had been constructed 46 years earlier 
by Lha-yi-bu Byali-chub-sems-dpah or what seems to me still 
more probable, that when Ye-Ses-hod died the highest spiritual 
authority passed into the hands of the grandson Byan-chub-hod, 
beside whom the regents or rgyal-tshabs always remained, invest- 
ed with political powers. This Devaputra Bodhisattva is certain- 
ly not the Byan-chub-sems-dpah of dubious authenticity that the 
chronicles of Ladakh record as one of the first kings of the 

( l )  He ordered ' its revision-making for which, as we will see, Subhi~ita 
came from India. In the colophon he is called dban-phyug-dam-pohi Mnah- 
bdag hod-kyi Dpal Lha-btsan-po bkra-iis Lha-lde-btsan. 

(2) However, elsewhere (ca 4) when speaking of the arrival of AtiSa, 
the king is indicated with the title: Iha bla-ma; thus also in the Pad-ma- 
dkar-po: Iha-btsun (ca 3 a) = deva-bhadanta, epithets attributed equally to 
Byali-chub-hod. 

(3) Antiquities 1.41 . 
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country-as Francke proposed-but seems rather to be the 
honorific title given post morleln to Ye-Ses-bod by his descen- 
dants. 

This is all that we can reconstruct of the lives of the princes of 
Mhah-ris, who were contemporaries of Rin-chen-bzan-po. 

It is possible to specify the chronological limits within which 
they ought to be arranged? The only dates that we have at our 
disposal are those regarding Rin-chen-bzan-po and AtiSa. From 
these we know that Rin-chen-bzan-po was born in the earth- 
horse year (Deb-ther, kha 3), that is 958 A.D. (and not 956 as 
Francke proposed) (1) that is 329 years after the birth of Sron- 
btsan that happened precisely in 629 A.D. (2) and that Rin-chen- 
bzan-po took his vows at thirteen and immediately afterwards 
was sent to India at the order of Ye-Ses-hod, that he met AtiSa 
in 1042 when he was 85, and that he died at 98 in the wood 
goat year, that is 1055. Concerning AtiSa, from the almost un- 
animous consensus of the sources, we know tbat he left India in 
the metal-dragon year, that is 1040, and that in the metal-snake 
year, 1041, he was in Nepal and that in the water-horse year, that 
is in 1042 he arrived in Mnah-ris (3) when Hod-lde was king 
(Deb-ther, kha 4b). To these dates ought to be added that of 
1076 when, as we will see, Rtse-lde held a Buddhist council at 
Toling. All these dates give us rather secure points of reference 
for the history of Western Tibet and it is on the basis of these 
that it will be necessary to correct many of those already pro- 
posed. 

5 6 .  The schools asserl~bled around Rin-chcn-hzari-po 

Rin-chen-bzan-po with his long life and the magnificent work 
that he carried out seems almost to sum up and symbolize in 
himself the Buddhist ardour of these kings. But at thewish of his 

(1) The preface to Shuttleworth, Lha Luri Temple. 
(2) See Bell, Ch. The Religion of Tibet, p. 202. The date contained in 

Ssanang Ssetsen, p. 53, that is Schim-Drachen-Jahr (932 or 992) is to be 
considered incorrect. 

(3) The date 1048 in Hackin, Formulaire sanscrit-tibetain, 74, is inconecl. 
Some chroniclers have AtiSa arrive in the year 1026, as it is recorded in the 
history of the Bkalpgdams-pa by Bsod-nams-grags-pa. 



princes was assembled around him a nunlerous group not only of 
his disciples, but also of Indian masters that his generous pat- 
rons had called in order to assist him in his work and to assure 
that Buddhism had a long and secure success. Thus it was that 
at the court of the kings of Guge and of Puran that an actual 
school was formed to which are owed the hundreds of transla- 
tions that figure today in the collections of the Bkah-hgyur and 
the Bstan-hgyur; a school which must be credited with having 
introduced for the first time in Tibet special lines of exegesis that 
can be precisely qualified as western currents or those from Stod 
or Kashrniri, that is, from the region of India from which they 
were introduced into Guge, and that comprise not only canoni- 
cal texts, but in particular many Tantras and their interpreta- 
tions, Vinaya or monastic rules and treatises of logic. According 
to the tradition preserved by our biography and confirmed by the 
Deb-ther the number of pandits that gathered at the court of 
Mhah-ris would have been 75, and this number can probably be 
considered exact if one includes not only the masters but also the 
disciples that accompanied them on their trans-Himalayan 
travels and if one considers that it does not refer to a particular 
moment, but embraces a long period of time. 

Thus the collaborators of Rin-chen-bzan-po can be divided into 
two categories: his immediate masters (or teachers) in India who 
initiated him in the diverse Buddhist disciplines and experiences 
and those who, through royal invitation, transplanted tl~emselves 
in the Tibetan hermitages or in one of the many temples that the 
lotsava constructed, or rather had persuaded the munificent kings 
to construct. 

Setting aside for the moment a study of the details of the life 
and biography of Rin-chen-bzan-po, it would not be inopportune 
to reconstruct his activity as a translator and apostle of Buddi- 
sm. That could be done by trying to trace his Indian masters and 
collaborators and his Tibetan disciples and by listing the ver- 
sions of his works that have been attributed to him in the Tibetan 
collections. 

The investigation, as Huth already perceived, will not be with- 
out profit, because, however indirect the route, it will be able to 
shed new light on the schools and Buddhist centres that were 
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flourishing towards the end of the 10th and beginning of the 1 1 th 
centuries in India. 

Secondly, not only would we have an exact idea of the royal 
purport of this school of Mnah-ris and its importance in the pene- 
tration of Buddhism in Tibet, but by singling out the works that 
were translated in this region, we will contribute to the history 
of the Bkah-hgyur and the Bstan-hgyur that is yet to be under- 
taken. 

It will be opportune to begin by summing up the historical 
sources available to me today that speak of Rin-chen-bzan-po 
and his activity as lotsava, subject to finding confirmation of how 
much concerning them is related in the indices of the Tibetan 
collections. 

5 7. The sources corrcerrling Rin-chen-hzari-po and 
their historic value 

It would certainly be very useful to know the documents from 
which our informants drew their information; but unfortunately, 
the Tibetan bibliographical material at our disposal is still too 
scarce and fragmentary to be able to undertake with some profit 
an investigation of the sources of the biographies and the his- 
torians that we consulted. I t  is necessary, however, to note that 
the fundamental elements can always be drawn from the archives 
of the monastery of Toling that. as all convents, must necessarily 
preserve its own records, very often enumerated in the schematic 
form of a dry chronicle in the dkar-chag that, whether in publi- 
shed or in n~anuscript form, are not lacking in any monastery of 
some renown. On the other hand, GBon-nu-dpal cites the source 
from which he gathered information concerning our lotsava, and 
that is the rnam-thar of Rin-chen-bzan-po written by Jfi5na of 
Khri-than. If this Jiiina is the same Jiiana of Skyi-nor cited 
among the four most famous disciples of Rin-chen-bzati-po in 
chapter ja, p. 2 of the Deb-ther itself, the information contained 
in this work, already in itself very accurate, would acquire a much 
greater value in as much as it ought to be attributed to an imme- 
diate pupil of the lotsiva. 

It is also not to be excluded that the biographer used the same 
source because as much as he is more diffuse than Gton-nu-dpal, 



there is however, considerable agreement between the two works, 
But it is evident that the author of the Rnam-thar, who, as we 
will see, was from Guge, must have drawn extensively from the 
popular traditions, which even today, in all of Western Tibet 
celebrate the lotsiiva and his great work. 

8. Rin-chetl-bzan-po a t ~ d  his school according to the Deb-ther 

The Deb-ther-snon-po (kha fol. 3 b) contains several references 
to Rin-chen-bzan-po that can be summarized thus: "the lotslva 
Rinchen-bzan-po was born in the earth-horse year that is 329 years 
after the birth of Sron-btsan; at the age of 13 he was ordained as 
a monk by the learned Ye-Ses-bzan-po. So one reads in the life wri- 
tten by Jiiina of Khri-than. Thus the year of his ordination would 
correspond to the seventieth year after the persecutions of Glan- 
dar-ma (that occurred in the iron-bird year 901) (1) and thus the 
rebirth of the Law took place first in Mnah-ris (Western Tibet) 
and in the provinces of Dbus or Gtsan (Central Tibet). When he 
met AtiSa who had come to Tibet he was 85 years old. While 
still a youth he went to Kashmir and perfected himself in many 
systems of mysticism (mantra, snags) and in logic: as a result he 
became very wise and he decided to translate many treatises of 
mysticism and many sfitras, composing also ample explanations 
of the prajiiip2ramitii and of two types of Tantra (2) and he 
also taught many parts of the mystical ritual and the disciplinary 
rules. 

The diffusion of mystical teachings into Tibet and the greater pe- 
netration of doctrine in this second period in comparison with the 
first is all to be credited to Rin-chen-bzan-po. He visited seventy- 
five pandits and so heard from them many parts of the supreme 

(1) 1 do not know how Francke arrived at the date 814 A.D., "Notes 
on Khotan and Ladakh", lridian Antiquary 59. 41, while on p. 68 he places 
the conquest of Western Tibet by Skid (Skyid)-lde-iii-ma-mgon around 
930. 

(2) That is, according to the distinction in use in Tibet of pha and mu 
father tantra and mother tantra. The first are those joined to the uptiya or 
the means of realization constituted by karupii or compassion; the second 
are those that refer to prajiili or mystical knowledge. 
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Law. The king, great Lama Lha-lde-btsan honoured him as "sup- 
remely venerable" and as "Vajricirya" and made a present to 
him of property in ker in Spu-hrans. He also founded temples 
such as the temple of Khva-tse and the temples of Ron. He had 
many disciples, whether they were learned men or ascetics as 
Brtson-hgrus-rgyal-mtshan of Gur-Sin or pre-eminent translators. 
He entered nirvana at 98 years of age in the wood-goat year in 
that of Vin-gir in Khva-tse." 

Then it adds (kha 4) that Ye-Ses-hod had the pandit Dharma- 
pala come from eastern India, from whom are derived three 
commentators of the Vinaya, that is Sgdhupila, Gupaplla, and 
Prajfiipila, usually known as "the three Pilaw: the school 
that stemmed from them was called the school of the monastic 
rules of Stod; SubhutiBriBinti who translated the AsFsihasriki- 
prajfiiparamiti, his large commentary (bgrel-chen), and the 
Abhisamayilankira (Muon-par-rtogs-pahi-rgyan) with his com- 
mentary. 

The disciples of Rin-chen-bzan-po, on the other hand, conti- 
nued the work of the master in three branches: sfitra, prajiiiplra- 
miti and mantra; of all of them, the lotsiva of Rma, Dge-ba- 
blo-gros, deserves to be singled out. He translated the Pramipa- 
virttika (Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrel), the commentary to this work 
written by the same author, that is by Dharmakirti (Pramina- 
virttikavytti), the commentary of Lha-dban-blo (Devendrabuddhi) 
and the commentary (tiki) of Sikyabuddhi (~ikya-blo). 

This was the first time that works of logic reached Tibet; and 
it was precisely from the western provinces that had initiated the 
translations of them; they were introduced slowly, and at  a later 
time also introduced into the districts of Dbus and Gtsan, that is 
the central provinces. It is customary, however, to call this period, 
the period of ancient logic (1) to distinguish it from the new 
system of study that was inaugurated later by Blo-ldan-Ses-rab. 

(1) It is probably the system of logic that gave its name to one of the 
three schools of dialectic founded at the monastery of Sera: Mgah-ris grva- 
tshan, see Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic 1.57 n. 9. . 



Concerning this lotsiva, called also the LotsHva of Rnog, we 
know that he was sent to Kashmir by Rtse-lde in order to study 
logic in the school of Parahitabhadra and BhavyarHja and that 
he specialized in the mystical system of Maitreya with the gui- 
dance of Sajjana. Amaragomin, etc. Although it is known that he 
was not a native of Western Tibet, it is obvious, however, from 
the account of Bu-ston, that the king of Guge was his patron. 
While many translations were thus being completed, they proced- 
ed quickly to correct those that already existed, but that were 
demonstrably inadequate or rather defective: and this occurred 
particularly when Hod-lde invited AtiSa. His son, Rtse-lde, in the 
year me-pho-hbruglfire-dragon 1076, held a council ( l )  at which 
all of the greatest masters of Dbus, Gtsan and Khams participat- 
ed, each of wllom explained the discipline of which he was a 
specialist. It was also the time when the lotsiva of Zans-dkar 
(Hphags-pa-ies-rab) corrected the Praminavarttikilankira, 
Tshad-ma-rgyan, whose translation had been begun by Blo-ldan- 
Ses-rab together with Bhavyariija (2). 

(1) That a gathering of masterslston-pa took place under this king is 
recorded in the colophon to the translation of the PrarniinavBrttikBlankSra 
that he commissioned, see Mdo Fgrel v01 the (Cordier 2.442). 

(2) Notice of this council/chos-hkhor is found also in the biography of 
the Lots Sva of Rva, who is also recorded in the Deb-ther-snon-po as being 
among those who attended. But judging from what the mam-thar says of 
this lama, famous for his impulsiveness and fierce temper, he departed 
from the council following an argument with the lotsava of Zans-dkar. 
Among the other delegates recorded in the biography of the Translator of 
Rva are (fol. 91) the lotsSva of Rnog RIO-ldan-Ses-rab, the lotsava of Gfian 
Dar-ma-grags, Kha-po-che of Btsan, Khyun-po-chos-brtson (in Bu-ston, 
p. 215 Khvan-po), Dad-pa-Ses-rab of Mar-thuh, Byan-chub-Ses-rab of 
Man-hor (in Z'an-z'un or  Guge according to the colophon to the Mdo bgrel 
ne, Cordier 3.443). Dvags-po-dban-rgyal (the first five of whom are also 
mentioned in the Deb-ther-snon-po). The same biography mentions that 
this council is contemporary with the translation of the Pramanalankara 
made by the lotsHva of Zans-dkar. 
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In no other region was so great a service rendered to religion- 
so concludes Gion-nu-dpal-as that by the kings of Mnab-rig. 

In another chapter of the same work (ja Iff.) in which the Tan- 
tric schools are classified and their diffusion in Tibet studied, 
establishing those missing links that connected the mystical cur- 
rents of Tibet with those of India. The same author demonstra- 
tes that many Tantric cycles were introduced for the first time 
into the Land of Snow through the initiative of Rin-chen-bzan-po 
who, as was said above, was not only a translator of the texts, but 
the master who transplanted into Tibet the mystical knowledge 
learnt from the Indian gurus, by granting an initiation into it to a 
series of disciples or by communicating its secrets to a not indiffe: 
rent band of lotsivas and learned men, who, in every part of 
Tibet, cooperated in the recent rebirth of Buddhism whose past 
fortune was restored by the protection of the kings of Guge. 
According to the Deb-ther, then, the lotsiva, by means of his three 
trips to Kashmir (l), and with the aid of the masters invited to 
Tibet, introduced the system of interpretation of the yoga-tantra. 
In particular, the De-iiid bsdus-pahi-rgyud, that is the Tattvasa& 
graha with the commentary of Anandagarbha, the commentary to 
the Dpal-mchog, that is to the Paramiditantra written by the 
same Anandagarbha, the rituality connected with the Tantric 
cycle of Rdo-rje-hbyun that is the Vajrodayatantra, the system 
of interpretation Sgyu-hphrul-hdra or Miyijilatantra according 
to the commentary of Anandagarbha and the commentary of 
Sarvarahasyatantra composed by Sintipi. 

Pupils gathered around the lotsiva from every part of Tibet, 
not only from Mnah-ris, but also from Dbus and Gtsan, eloqu- 
ent testimony of the importance of the flourishing Buddhist cen- 
tre in Guge: among them Gion-nu-dpal records the lesser lot- 
s5va Legs-pabi-Ses-rab; Brtson-hgrus-rgyal-mtshan of Gur-Sin in 
Man-nan: Gf on-nu-Ses-rab of Gra and Jiiina of Skyi-nor who 

(1) Only here is mentioned the three Indian journeys of Rin-chen-bzan- 
po. Even the biography speaks only of two. 



were considered by Rin-chen-bzan-po as his favorite disciples. 
Four others were pupils of both the greater and the lesser lotsiva: 
An-ston Grags-rin of Spu-hrans, Rgya-ye-tshul, Dge-Ses of Gun, 
Dkon-mchog-brtsegs of Mar-yul. In addition Rgyan-pa Chos- 
blos of Rgyan-ro Speu-dmar in Myan-stod has his origin 
in the school of Rin-chen-bzafi-po, having learned from Rin- 
chen-bzan-po the mystical system of the Vajrodaya as it had been 
transmitted to Rin-chen-bzan-po by Sraddhakaravarman and the 
KoSaliilankiira that is the great commentary to the Tattvasang- 
raha and the system of Guhyasamija according to Prajfiii- 
piida (Ye-ies-2abs) whle be studied works on ritual with the 
great ascetic Dol-po; ho%vever, he ought to be considered parti- 
cularly as the disciple of the lesser lotsiiva. 

Another disciple of the greater lotsiiva was Sum-ston Ye-hbar 
of Sans who for seven years studied with him the above listed 
Tantric systems, although he continued his studies principally 
with the lesser lotsgva, whose school Lce-Bar of Myan-stod also 
joined after he also, however, had first met Rin-chen-bzan-po. 
He dedicated himself especially to the Yogatantra and the Para- 
mzditantra. The same thing happened to many others, who while 
having met Rin-chen-bzan-po, in the end became disciples of 
Legs-pahi-Ses-rab, perhaps because of the already advanced age 
of Rin-chen-bzan-po; among these are recorded: Gion-nu-rgya- 
mtsho; Brag-stens-pa of Las-stod; "the master of Dmar", Chos- 
kyi-rgyal-mthsan of Kul-hchin-ru; Kle-ston of Ldog: the Nepale- 
se (Bal) S5kya-rdo-rje, Ldog-gon-kha-pa, Ge-ser of Rhog and Srid- 
ye-gfon of sans. The latter was not in time to meet Rin-chen- 
bzan-po, but the first did not fail to study with the lesser lotsiiva, 
and then under the guidance of prince 2i-ba-hod, who was also 
called "the translator", he began to translate various works into 
Tibetan. From this school was also to come one of the greatest 
ascetics and lotsiivas of Western Tibet, that is to say, the lotsdva 
of Zans-dkar Hphags-pa-ies-rab who was later in time than Rin- 
chen-bzan-po, but who studied with the lesser lotsiiva and with 
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his co-disciple An-ston Grags-rin whose name we have mention- 

ed above (1). 

9. Rin-chen-bzan-po and his school accorllirrg ro 
Pad-,)]a-dkar-po 

The information contained in the Chos-hbyun of Pad-ma-dkar- 
po  is less schematic than that contained in the Deb-ther-snon-po; 

but the greater wealth of details is not always a benefit to  its ex- 
actitude. Much of the information that the author gives us con- 
cerning the motives that prompted the king of Guge to  send Rin- 
chen-bzan-po t o  India and concerning the list of masters that he 
advised him to  invite t o  Tibet rather than transmitting a tradi- 
tion accurately, has instead the appearance of a knowledgeable re- 
construction by Pad-ma-dkar-po intended to  place Rin-chen-bzan- 
po within the contemporary Buddhist movement in India, and 
thus to associate the greater part of his work with Indian doctri- 
nal exegesis. I t  is probable that fin-chen-bzan-po met many of 

( I )  It will not be inappropriate in this volume dedicated to western Tibet 
to summarize the information that the Deb-ther has preserved for us con- 
cerning this lotsava of Zans-dkar (in the rnam-thar of the Lotsava of Rva 
p.91 Zans-mkhar, an obviously corrupt form). With his masters he studied 
not only the Tattvasaligraha and the Paramaditantra, but also the Carya- 
tantra; then having invited the Pandit Gz'on-nu-bum-pa and having gone to 
Central Tibet, he translated the Rtse-mo; that is the Vajraiikharatantra 
(Beck, p.91) based on the preceeding translation executed by Pandit Kar- 
mavajra and Gz'on-nu-tshul-khrims of Zahs-dkar and a Sanskrit manuscript 
brought by Gz'on-nu-bum-pa. 

Thus having become famous on account of his great knowledge of doct- 
rine, he gathered about him various pupils desirous of learning the same 
tantric cycle: among them ought to be mentioned Mar-pa Rnor-yas of Smon- 
gro, Rgva-ston of Khams, Yam-Sun Klu-chun. Then, having gone to Lhasa 
with the Indian pandit, he took as a disciple ~~i-ma-CS-rab of Gfial who 
was initiated by them in the very same Vajraiikhara. This disciple was his 
companion on a pilgrimage to Nepal after which he returned to Mnah-ris 
and then he settled in Kashmir. 

Then he set about composing a commentary (tika) to the same VajraSi- 
kharatantra. Of his pupils four merit special mention: ~ ~ i - r n a -  Ses-rab of 
Gfial; Mar-pa RAor-yas; Tshul-bbar, the master of Gfian;. Sen-ge-rgyal- 
mt shan. 



the masters recorded here and that he initiated them in various 
Tantric systems which the Tibetan author (polygraph) mentions, 
but we ought to look for confirmation of this in the Bstan-hgyur 
and the Bkah-hgyur, and in the colophons of the works that he 
translated. 

According to Pad-ma-dkar-po, then, the king Sron-ne, who 
had constructed the monastery of Toling and who subsequently 
took religious vows assuming the name Lha-bla-ma Ye-Ses-hod 
in order to even more effectively propagate the faith in his region, 
chose 21 youths from the best families of the state (1) whom he 
divided into three groups according to their intelligence in such 
a way that the second and third group would depend on the preced- 
ing one; and having brought them from their families, he con- 
signed to them a large amount of gold with the stipulation that 
they invite to Tibet the most eminent and famous masters that 
were in India at that time. According to the king those masters 
would have been Rin-chen-rdo-rje, that is Ratnavajra of Kashmir, 
Dharmapiila of eastern India, Karunapapdita, called also Nor- 
bu-glin-pa "the one from Ratnadvipa" in Western India, and 
finally PrajiiZvali. The youths that he sent to India were suppos- 
ed to study Tantric literature in particular, and the king indicat- 
ed the texts that he wished to have explained to them, because, 
as is well known, a Tantric manual is almost incomprehensible 
unless one learns the mystical significance of its formulas from 
the living voice of an initiated master. Such texts would princip- 
ally have been: the GuhyasamZja according to its two fundamen- 
tal interpretations (2), the Tattvasangraha according to the com- 
mentary of Kun-dgah-shin-po, that is of Anandagarbha. I t  is 
necessary to note immediately that this particular Tattvasangraha 
is by no means the anonymous treatise of dogma by kntiraksita 
with a commentary of Kamalaiila, but a Tantric text that is said 
by some schools to go back to the Buddha himself, and to judge 
from some of the preserved fragments (3), it is actually written 
at least partially, in a rather archaic style that resembles that of 
the PrajiiZpZramitZ. 

(1) So also Ssanang-Ssetsen, Geschichtc der Ostmongolen, p. 53 .  
(2) That is that of Buddhajfiana and Nfigajiiana. and NBgBrjuna. 
(3) For example in Jiiiinasiddhi, Two Vajrayrina Works, edited by B. Bha- 

ttacharya, Gaekwad's Oriental Series no. XLIV. 
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Consequently, they were also to study the Las-kyi sgrib-pa 
rgyun-grod-kyi rgyud, that is the Karmivarapaprairabdhitantra, 
with the commentary of acirya Vasanta (Dpyid) according to 
the school of Nor-bu-glin-pa and Dharmaplla and then the 
meditations on the 340 divinities of the mancjala for which 
Acarya Rgyal-bahi-lha or Jinadeva had made a commentary, 
afterwards the Guhyasamija both according to the commentary of 
Buddhajfiina and that of Niggrjuna, then, with Ratnavajra, the 
commentaries to the Kilacakra and the four Tantras of Vajri- 
sana. Afterwards, he advised them to go to VikramaSila, where 
there was a great assembly of masters and learned men, each of 
whom was a unique repository of Buddhist knowledge. Having 
mentioned the renunciation of the throne on the part of Sron-ne, 
Pad-ma-dkar-po records the sad fate that awaited these 21 that 
he had sent, all of them very young since the king had chosen 
none older than twenty and none younger than ten. Nineteen of 
them died in Kashmir and only Rin-chen-bzan-po and the lesser 
lotsiva Legs-pahi-Ses-rab were fortunate to return home after 
long years of residence in India. 

Regarding the Indian experiences of the lotsiva, Pad-ma-dkar- 
po tells us that in Kashmir he learned from Ratnavajra the sys- 
tem of the Yogatantra together with the mysticalr itual that was 
connected with it; afterwards, when he met NPropP, he had him 
explain the Guhyasamija acc. to the two customary interpretations. 
Not being able to meet either Prajfiivali, who had died in the 
meantime, or Dharmapala, he became the disciple of Nor-bu- 
gliti-pa who interpreted for him the Durgatiparigodhanatantra 
and the upiyatantras, the Tantras connected with Aksobhya (Mi- 
hkhrugs-pahi-rgyud). In VikramaSili he met Dipankarabhadra, 
Mi-thub-zla-ba and Rgyal-bahi-hbyun-gnas (Jinikara), from 
whom he learned mantras and logic; therefore, having had the 
uncertainties that still remained from his stay with the Kashmiri 
Ratnavajra explained and resolved. he returned to Tibet, at the 
age of 33. At 49 he took his vows with thepandit Candraprabha, 
Bhi-na-se (?) and Kamalaraksita. Subsequently, in Tibet he had 



the opportunity to meet Sraddhgkaravarman who had been invi- 
ted there by Nor-bu-glin-pa and had him explain the system of 
Vajrodaya (Rdo-rje-hbyun). and the exegesis of Ye-ses-gabs 
(PrajiiZpSda) and correct the translations of the two lotsavas of 
Ka and Cog ( l ) .  Finally, he succeeded in meeting Dhar rnap~l~  
who had come to Tibet, and from him learnt the mystical system 
that was in use in eastern India. 

Even the biography that we will discuss shortly has left us ;I 
record of the masters in whose schools he studied: but the names 
are often so altered $hat it is difficult to recognize them. 

Among his principal disciples Pad-ma-dkar-po mentions Legs- 
pahi-ies-rab, GBon-nu-Ses-rab, Ye-Ses-dban-phyug of Skyi-nor 
and Brtson-hgrus-rgyal-mtshan of Gur-iin. As his guru or master 
in the broadest sense of the word the biography records now Da- 
ka-ra-bar-ma (21), now Sra-ta-ra-barma (22), now Tratakara (25. 
28), now ~ia-ta-kar-bar-ma (26). Despite these deformations it 
is not difficult to recognize among such names that of the pandit 
Sraddhikaravarman, of whom Pad-ma-dkar-po has spoken. 

In Kashmir, according always to the same biography, he would 
have also met with the most celebrated of the Kashmiri sages or 
ascetics, I mean with NSropS, who, as I indicated above, was the 
spiritual father of Marpa, and then together with his guru Tilopa, 
the patriarch of the school of Bkah-rgyud-pa. With N5ropS he 
would have learnt in particular the texts connected with themys- 
tical rite of mahimudrs. In India he studied with many masters, 
among which the biography cites Hdzin-mi-tra, Pa-na-gfian-na, 
Si-len-dra-bho-dhi: the first name is obviously a corruption of 
Dzi-na-mi-tra, that is Jinamitra; the third is Silendrabodhi, a 
famous translator of the time of Khri-sron-lde-btsan, that the 
author of the biography transfers, as a serious anachronism, to 
the time of the kings ofGuge. 

(1) That is the two translations of the time of Khri-srori-lde-btsan: Dpal- 
brtsegs of Ska and Kluhi-rgyal-mtshan of Cog-ro. 
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10. Religious excltange between T i b e ~  ur~d India 

According to a three-fold tradition, this is the total vision of the 
relations that the kings of Guge established with the Indian 
masters and of the work of Rin-chen-bzan-po, his disciples and 
collaborators that developed under their patronage, the court of 
Mnah ris is to be credited, then, with having initiated a new peri- 
od in the history of Tibetan Buddhism and having breathed new 
life into it, having contributed to a more perfect understanding 
of the complex and difficult theories and experiences of Buddhist 
dogma and mysticism, and having thus, preserved the best part 
of Buddhist thought, which otherwise. the Brahmanic rebirth 
would perhaps have deprived us for ever. 

This was then, an exceptionally glorious period for the western 
provinces of Tibet. Perhaps no one today in crossing the arid and 
impervious ravines or the desolate plains of Spiti or Guge could 
imagine in the few and scattered temples or in those hermitages 
secluded in rocky solitude that such fervid life was concentrated 
and that a task so momentous for Tibetan culture was accompli- 
shed. This was a wonderful period in which Buddhist masters 
did not disdain to help their Tibetan brothers, who full of faith 
and mystical ardour descended their steep mountains and did 
not hesitate in confronting dangers and discomforts of the Hima- 
layan passes, submitted with resignation to the hardships that a 
stay in the hot and humid Indian plains induced; messengers and 
apostles of religion and civilization who renewed with equal dar- 
ing the example of the Chinese Buddhist pilgrims. Of this multi- 
tude of translators only names remain. Nevertheless, the transfu- 
sion of Indian Buddhism and with it of Indian civilization into 
the Land of Snow and the civilizing of Tibet that derived from 
it owes to the efforts and the tenacity of these missionaries. Most 
of the time they do not leave for posterity traces of themselves, 
yet they accomplished a wonderful task that eken today arouses 
our deep-felt admiration and makes us consider the unheard of 
sacrifices. renunciations, and victims that it necessarily cost. 



~t is not necessary, however, to believe that all the Indian 
masters that we find at the court of the kings of Western Tibet 
at this time were actually summoned by them. The Muslim inva- 
sion had already begun to undermine the fortune of Indian Bud- 
dhism. From Turkestan and from Gilgit (Bru-Ba), through which 
the Islamic storm had already raged, the Buddhist masters could 
have descended very easily into Western Tibet via the caravan 
routes that today connect Ladakh with Central Asia. But the 
greatest contingent of immigrants must have come, without a 
doubt, from Kashmir, not only for its geographical proximity and 
its commercial exchanges, that then, as today, existed between 
the two regions, but also because in this period Kashmir had to 
endure the harsh misrule of a series of tyrants whom Kalhana 
condemned to the execration of their descendants. The great 
number of Kashmiris in these years seems to be confirmed by a 
tradition, alive also today in Ladakh, that tells how the kings of 
Tibet were constrained, considering the scarce resources of their 
country to limit permission of residence in their country to these 
immigrants to no more than three years. 

On the other hand, Kashmir at that time was one of the places 
where Buddhism prospered even more, if no longer as the state 
religion, certainly, as the home of the greatest doctors and exe- 
getes of that time. 

Naropi, who became the teacher of Marpa and will be recog- 
nized as the most celebrated guru of t h e ~ k a h - r g y ~ d - ~ a  sect that 
is also very diffused today in Tibet, together with Akarasiddhi 
(Pad-ma-dkar-po, 85), and Jknairimitra, pupil of Nfiropi (ibid. 
p. 83? 106) were Kashmiri. Some of the greatest interpreters of 
the system of the Kilacakra, that also was destined to have an 
extraordinary fortune and diffusion, were Kashmiri, as for exam- 
ple Somanitha. And even at the time of Kvemendra, Buddhism 
was to have in Kashmir many proselytes if the great poet did not 
disdain to have a hand in that ponderous collection that is entit- 
led, Avadanakalpalati, without doubt among one of the most 
beautiful and rich works owed to his inexhaustible genius. - 

( l )  Francke. Notes on Khotan and Ladakh, Inn. Ant. 49 (1930). 42. 
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And the derivation of the Buddhism of Western Tibet from 
that of Kashmir remains documented, at least partially, by the 
fact that the Tantric systems together with their exegesis that 
were introduced by Rin-chen-bzan-po were designated in Tibet 
with the name, Kashmiri system, according to the unanimous 
consensus of our sources. 

tj 1 l .  The collabol.ators of Rin-chelt-bzan-po and their translations 

According to the literary documents available today, we can 
reconstruct this list of masters, collaborators, or disciples of Rin- 
chen-bzan-po: 

Deb-ther Pad~na-dkar-po Biography 

Dharmapila Id. 
Gunapila 
Sidhupila 
Prajiiipala 
Brtson-hgrus-rgyal-mtshan (disciple) 
Dge-ba-blo-gros. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Id. (disciple) 
Legs-pahi- Ses-rab Ratnavajra ' 

Gion-nu-Ses-rab (Karunipa~dita) 
Jiiina. Candraprabha 
An-ston Grags-rin Bhinase (?) 
Rgya Ye-tshul Kamalaraksita 
Dge-Ses ~raddhikara  
Dkon-mcliog-brtsegs Legs-pahi-Ses-rab 
Chos-blos Ye-Ses-dban-phyug 
Sum-ston Ye-hbar Gf on-nu-Ses-rab 
Dipankara Id. Id. 

[Jinamitra ( l )  
Silendrabodhi (l)] 
Padmikaravarman 
Rin-chen-gBon-nu 

(1) For the obvious error, that I mentioned above. 



Consulting the indices of the Bkab-bgyur and the &tan- 
hgyur. we will find confirmation of all that our sources have in- 
dicated. Indeed. since many of the translations contained in these 
collections were done in collaboration, we will be able to estab- 
lish contemporaneity and thus determine, at least approximately, 
the dates of some of the principal translators and masters who 
contributed to the success of the penetration of Buddhism into 
Tibet. 

We will begin by giving an index of the works translated by 
Rin-chen-bzah-po, dividing them into three groups: I) sitras and 
tantras of the Bkah-hgyur; 11) commentaries to the siitras: 111) 
commentaries to the tantras. 

I 

In the Bkah-hgyur 

I .  Laghusamvaratantra (Otani p. 7, Beck p. 75, who does not 
mention the name of Rin-chen-bzan-po). 

2. Abhidhiinottaratantra; Dipankarairijiiina and Rin-chen- 
bzan-po (Ot. p. 8, Beck p. 75). 

3. Sarvatathiigatakayaviikcittarahasyagul~yasaniija (Ot. p. 23, 
Beck p. 85); ~raddhiikaravarman and Rin-chen-bzan-po. 

4. MZyiijiilamahiitantrariija; Rin-chen-bzan-po (Ot. p. 33, Beck 
p. 89). 

5. ~ricandra~uh~atilakamahiitantrariija; Rin-chen-bzan-po (Ot. 
p. 35, Beck p. 91). 

6. Sarvatathiigatattvasangraha; ~raddhakaravarman and Rin- 
chen-bzan-po (Ot. p. 36). 

7. Sarvarahasyatantrarija; Padmgkaravarman and Rin-chen- 
bzan-po (Ot. p. 36, Beck p. 91). 

8. ~riparamiidimallii~iinakal~ariija; ~raddhakaravarman and 
Rin-chen-bzan-po (Ot. p. 41, Beck p. 92). 

9. Aryavajrapaniniliimbaradhiranil~kavija~a; Dipai~kara and 
Rin-chen-bzan-po (Ot. p. 51, Beck p. 96). 

10. Astasiihasrikiiprajiiiipiramitii; Subhiisita and Rin-chen-bzan- 
po, then revised on a new ms. by Dipankara and Rin- 
chen-bzan-po (Ot. p. 21 5, Beck p. 8). 
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I I .  MahlparinirvBgasGtra; Kamalagupta and R i n - ~ h e n - b ~ h - ~ ~  
(Ot. p. 292, Beck p. 33). 

1 2. Nairiitmyapariplccha; Kamalagupta and R i n - c h c n - b ~ a n - ~ ~  
(Ot. p. 321, Beck p. 42). 

13. Ghaotisutra; Dharmairibhadra, Tshul-khrims-yon-tan and 
Rin-chen-bzah-po (Ot. p. 374, Beck p. 61). 

14. Abhini~kramanashtra; as above (Ot. p. 375, Beck p. 62). 
1 5. Sumagadhavadana; as above (Ot. p. 392, Beck p. 68). 
1 6. Candraprabhavadana; DharmaSribhadra. Ses-rab-~e~s-~a,  

and Rin-chen-bzan-po (Ot. p. 393, Beck p. 69). 
17. Srisenlvadina; as above (Ot. 393, Beck p. 69). 

L1 
Commentries to the sfitras (mdo hgrel) 

I .  Translation and revision of Abhisamayalankaraloka of Hari- 
bhadra together with Subhasita and then with Dipali- 
kara (Cordier 2.277). 

2. Translation together with Dipankarairijiiana of the Durbo- 
dliiloka comm. of Abhisamayfilanklra (Cordier 2.278). 

3. Translation together with Sraddhikaravarman of the Praj- 
HapiramitlnavaSlokapindartha (Cordier 2.287). 

4. Translation with Kamalagupta of the tika to the same work 
(Cordier 2.287). 

5. Translation with ~raddhakaravarman of the Hastabalapra- 
karana (Cordier 2.296). 

6. Revision of the translation of the Bodhicaryavatira to- 
gether with DharmaSribhadra and ~5-kya-blo-gros 
(Cordier 2.306). 

7. Translation with Padmakaravarman of Samvlttibodhicitta- 
bhavanopadeiavarnasangraha (Cordier 2.317, 349). 

8. Translation with Padmakaravarman of Pararnarthabodhi- 
cittabhavanikramavarnasangraha (Cordier 2.31 7. 344). 

9. Translation with Padmikaravarman of Piramitiyinabhi- 
vanikramopadeSa (Cordier 2.31 9 K. 354). 



10. Translation with Dharmairibhadra of the Dhyinasaddhar- 
mavyavasthina (Cordier 2.320). 

1 1 .  Translation with the same of the commentary of the same 
work (Cordier 2.320). 

12. Translation with PrajAakaravarman of Bodhisattvacaryi- 
sangrahapradiparatnamili (Cordier 2.324). 

1 3. Translation with Kamalagupta of the Vinlalaprainottara- 
ratnamila (Cordier 2.344). 

14. Translation with Gangidhara of the Saptagunaparivarna- 
nikathi  (Cordier 2.346). 

15. Translation with the same person of the Sambhiraparika- 
t h i  (Cordier 2.346, 424). 

1 6. Translation with Buddhabhadra of Caturviparyiyaparihira- 
katlli (Cordier 2.347, 424). 

17. Translation with Dharmairibhadra of Paiicavidhakamagun- 
opalambhanirdeia (Cordier 2.350). 

1 8. Translation with Dharmairibhadra of Dhyanasaddharma- 
vyavasthina (Cordier 2.352). 

19. Translation with the same person of Yogivatira (Cordier 
2.354). 

20. Translation with Janirdana of Yogavatiropadeia (Cordier 
2.355). 

21. Translation with Kamalagupta of Saptagunavarnanikatha 
(Cordier 2.356). 

22. Translation with Atiia of the Triiaranagamanasaptati 
(Cordier 2.360). 

23. Translation with Janirdana of Yogivataropadeia (Cordier 
2.390). 

24. Translation with the same person of the Pratimok~abhis- 
yasampramusitasmara~amitralekha (Cordier 2.403). 

25 Trailslation with Dharmairibhadra of Suvarnavarnivadina 
(Cordier 2.41 6). 

26. Translation with Gangidhara of Saptagupaparivarnanika- 
t h i  (Cordier 2.423). 

27. Translation with Atiia of Supathadeianiparikathii (Cordier 
2.426). 
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28. Translation with DharmaSribhadra of Dl~tintamilya (Cor- 
dier 2.432). 

29. Translation with Janirdana of A~tingahldayasarizhiti (Cor- 
dier 2.470). 

30. Translation with the same person of thecomm. of the same 
work Padarthacandrik5 (Cordier 2.471). 

31. Translation with the same person of Dhfipayogaratnamala 
(Cordier 2.475) and of Agtapadikltadhfipayoga (Cordier 
2.475). 

32. Translation with Dharmainihadra and BuddhaSrifinti of 
S5lihotriy5iviyurvedasamhiti (Cordier 2.501). 

m 
Commentaries to the tantras (rgyud hgrel) 

l .  Translation with Janirdana of Viiesastavatiki (Cordier 
1.3). 

2. Translation with the same person of DevitiSayastotratik& 
(Cordier 1.4). 

3. Translation with Sraddhikaravarman of Kiyatrayastotra- 
vivarana (Cordier 1.5). 

4. Translation with Padmikaravarman of the 13th chapter of 
the Varnanirhavamane Bhagavato Buddhasya stotre 
agakyastava (Cordier I .7). 

5. Translation with DharmaSribhadra of Ekottarikastotra 
(Cordier 1 .g). 

6. Translation with Padmikaravarman of SugatapaficatrimS- 
atstotra (Cordier 1 3).  

7. Translation with Buddhgkaravarman of DeSanistava (Cor- 
dier 1 .l 1). 

8. Translation of Buddhibhiseka-nima-stotra (Cordier 1.1 1). 
9. Translation with Sraddhikara of Paficatathigatastava 

(Cordier 1.1 2). 
10. Translation with the same person of Saptatathigatastotra 

(Cordier 1 . l  2 1 ). 



l I .  Translation with DharmaSribhadra of ~firamanojfii with 
comm. to ~ricakrasamvara (Cordier 1.28). 

12. Translation with Sraddhlkaravarrnan of Sribhagavadabhi- 
samaya (Cordier 1.33). 

1 3. Translation with BuddhaSriSinti of Bhagavacchricakrasah- 
varama~dalavidhi (Cordier 1.37). 

14. Translation with DharmaSribhadra of the work of the same 
title (Cordier 1.37). 

15. Translation with the same of Herukasadhana (Cordier 
1.43). 

I 6. Translation with ~raddhikaravarman of HerukaviSuddhi 
(Cordier 1.44). 

1 7. Translation with AtiSa of Sricakrasamvarasidhana (Cordier 
1.45). 

1 8. Translation with AtiSa of Bhagavadabhisalnaya (Cordier 
1.46). 

19. Translation with the same of Cakrasamvaravistarapraban- 
dha (Cordier 1.53). 

20. Translation with AtiSa of Vajrayoginistotra (Cordier 1.64). 
21. Translation with Kamalagupta of the Catuhpithayogasi- 

dhantantrasidhanopiiyiki (Cordier 1.99). 
22. Translation with the same of TattvopadeSa (Cordier 

1 .103). 
23. Translation with ~raddhakaravarman of Sarvabuddhasa- 

mayogatantrapaiijiki (Cordier 1 .l 08). 
24. Translation with ~raddhakaravarrnan and Dharrnairibha- 

dra of Sarvabuddhasamiyoga (Cordier 1.109). 
25. Translation with AtiSa of MytyuvaficanopadeSa (Cordier 

1.126). 
26. Translation with ~raddhakaravarman of Pradipoddyotana 

(comm. on Guhyasamaja) (Cordier 1 .l 31). 
27. Translation with ~raddhakaravarman of Sadailgayogatika 

(Cordier 1.132). 
28. Translation with the same of Vajrajapatika (Cordier 

1.1 32). 
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29. Translation with the same of J~inavajrasamuccayatantro- 
dbhavasapt~lankiravimocana (Cordier 1.1 32). 

30. Translation with the same of Pigdikytasidhana (Cordier 
l .  l 34). 

3 1. Translation with Dharmairibhadra of Sfitramtlipaka 
(comm. on Guhyasamtljaj (Cordier 1.1 35). 

32. Translation with Subhasita of Guhyasamijamandalavidhi 
(Cordier 1.1 35). 

33. Translation with Sraddhkkaravarman and Kamalagupta 
of Paficakrama (Cordier 1.136). 

34. Translation with the same of Svidhi~thiinakramaprabheda 
(Cordier 1.1 36). 

35. Translation with the same of Abhisambodhikramopadeia 
(Cordier 1 . l  36). 

36. Translation with the same of Amrtakundalisidhana (Cor- 
dier 1 . l  38). 

37. Translation with Dharmairibhadra of Mahivajradharapa- 
thakramopadeia-amytaguhya (Cordier 1.140). 

38. Translation with Sraddhikaravarman and DharmaSribha- 
dra of Homavidhi (Cordier 1.140). 

39. Translation with Sraddhikaravarman of Guhyasamijama- 
ndaladevakiiyastotra (Cordier l .  141 ). 

40. Trailslation with PrajiiaSrigupta of Sraddhipraliipastava 
(Cordier 1.141). 

41. Translation with Sraddhikaravarman of Guhyasamijaviva- 
rana (Cordier l .143). 

42. Translation of Mukhigama (Cordier 1.147). 
43. Translation with Sraddhikaravarman of Samantabhadrasg- 

dhana (Cordier 1.147). 
44. Translation with Padmgkaravarman of Guhyasamgjaman- 

dalavidhi (Cordier 1.148). 
45. Translation with Viryabhadra of Samantabhadravrtti (Cor- 

dier 1.149). 
46. Translation with Sraddhikaravarman of Samantabhadrasi- 

dhanavflti (Cordier l .  1 49). 



47. Translation with Kamalaguhya of MuktitiIakavyikhyina 
(Cordier 1 . l  50). 

48. Translation with Viryabhadra of Guhyasamijamandalavi- 
dhitiki (Cordier 1.1 50). 

49. Translation with ~raddhikaravarman of Guhyasamijibhi- 
samayasidhana and mandalavidhi (Cordier 1.1 52). 

50. Translation of Priyasidhana (Cordier 1.152). 
5 1. Translation with Padmikaravarman of Aksobhyavajrasi- 

dhana (Cordier 1 .l 53). 
52. Translation with Viryabhadra of SuviSistasidhanopiyiki 

(Cordier l . l  54). 
53. Translation with AtiSa of GuhyasamijalokeSvarasidhana 

(Cordier 1 .l 54). 
54. Translation with Tathigataraksita of Abhisekaprakarana 

(Cordier 1.1 55). 
55. Translation with VijayaSridhara and ~raddhikaravarman of 

Guhyasamijapafijiki (Cordier 1 .l 59). 
56. Translation with AtiSa of Yamirisiidhana (Cordier 1 .l 67). 
57. Translation with Tathigataraksita of Vajrabhairavatantra- 

pafijiki (Cordier 1.169). 
58. Translation with Devikara of Deviprabhidharidhiswna 

(Cordier 1 .l 81). 
59. Translation of Jiiinasiddhisidhanopiyiki (Cordier 1.21 1). 
60. Translation with Padmikaravarman of Vajrayinasthiilipatti 

(Cordier l .254). 
61. Translation with Dharmairibhadra of KoSalalankira (Cor- 

dier 1.259). 
62. Translation with Padmikaravarman of Vajradhitumanda- 

lasarvadevavyavasthiina (Cordier 1.259). 
63. Translation with ~raddhikaravarman of Sanksiptamandala- 

sutravrtti (Cordier 1.259). 
64. Partial translation of the commentary to Tattvasangraha 

(Cordier 1.260). 
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65. Translation with PadmPkaravarman of Paramidiv~ti  (Cor- 
dier 1.259). 

66. Translation with Sraddh~ karavarman of ParamPditikH 
(Cordier 1.261). 

67. Translation of the comm. to MlySjila (Cordier 1.261). 
68. Translation with Sraddhikaravarman of Paiijika to Miyii- 

jila (Cordier 1.262). 
69. Translation with BuddhairiSanti of Sarvavajrodaya (Cordier 

1.262). 
70. Translation of Trailokyavijayamandalopiyika (Cordier 

I .263). 
71. Translation with Sraddhikaravarman bf Prati~thividhi and 

Karunodaya (Cordier 1.263). 
72. Translation with DharmaSribhadra of Pratisthividhi (Cor- 

dier 1.263). 
73. Translation with Sraddhikaravarman of Homavidhi (Cor- 

dier 1.264). 
74. Translation with Sraddhlkaravarman of Nimasangitivflti 

(Cordier 1.265). 
75. Translation with Sraddhikaravarman of Mafijuirinirnasan- 

gitifik8 (Cordier 1.266). 
76. Translation with SubhiitiSribhadra of Sarvadurgatipariio 

dhanamandalasidhanopiyiki (Cordier 1.284). 
77. Translation with Kanakavarman of SarvadurgatipariSodha- 

napretahomavidhi (Cordier 1.285). 
78. Translation with Sraddhikaravarman of SarvaSuddhisams- 

kirasiitrapinditavidhi (Cordier 1.285). 
79. Translation with Padmikaravarman of Mahavairocanibhi- 

sambodhisambaddhatantrapiijividhi (Cordier 1.291). 
80. Translation with sraddhikaravarman of Vajravidiranidhi- 

ranifiki (Cordier 1.295). 
8 1 .  Translation with the same of Vajravidirapidhlranivyikhy- 

inabrhaf f ik i  (Cordier I .295). 
82. Translation with the same and revision of Vlttipradipa 

(Cordier 1.296). 



83. Translation with the same of Aryamafijughosastotra (Car- 
dier 1.301). 

84. Translation with AtiSa of Sahasrabhujival~kiteSvarasidhan~ 
(Cordier 1.305). 

85. Translation with Viryabhadra of Sthiracakrabhavanit (3.3). 
86. Translation with Kamalagupta of Arpacanasadhana (2.4). 
87. Translation with AtiSa of NigeSvararajasidhana (2.66). 
88. Translation with Padmikaravarman of Nayatrayapradi~a 

(81). 
89. Translation with AtiSa of Tattvasiddl~iprakarana (81). 
90. Translation with Padmikaravarman of Tattvivatira (81). 
91. Translation with the same of Mantranayaloka (81). 
92. Translation with Janirdana of Tattvasirasangraha (82). 
93. Translation wit11 Sraddhikaravarman of Yoginuttaratantri- 

rthivatirasangraha (82). 
94. Translation with Padmikaravarman of Guhyapaiicaiikha 

(84). 
95. Translation wit h Sraddhiikaravarman of Madhyamabhgga- 

trayavidhi (95). 
96. Translation of Jalabalividhi (96). 
97. Translation of MahamudriyogZvatirapi~~ditrtha (97). 
98. Translation with AtiSa of Niigabalividhi (97). 
99. Translation with the same of Balipiijividhi (1 07). 

100. Translation with Viryabhadra of Dandakabhagavaccakra- 
samvarastotra (1 14). 

101 . Translation with AtiSa of Vajrayoginisiidhana (1 18). 
102. Translation with Sraddhikaravarman of Pindikramasidhana 

(1 62). 
103. Translation with AtiSa of Nilambaravajrapinisadhana (1 8 1). 
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104. Translation with AtiSa of Vajradharavajrapi~i karmasidha- 
na (181). 

105. Translation of Vajravidira~imaqdalavidhi (1  82). 
106. Translation with ~raddhikaravarman of Karmakarastotra 

(200). 
107. Translation with Atisa of Yarnirisidhana (260). 
108. Translation with Padmikaravaman of Bhiimisfitra (Mdo- 

man Lalou, Cat. n. 1 1 2). 

tj 1 2 .  Synchronisms between translations and trat~slators 

It follows from this list that we can assign to a precise period the 
translations bearing the names of Sraddhiikaravarman, Padmi- 
karavarman, Subhisita, Kamalagupta (or Kamalaraksita or Kama- 
laguhya), Dharmairibhadra, Subhfitiiribhadra, Siikya-blo-gros 
(Sikyamati), Gangidhara, Buddhabhadra, VijayaSridhara, Tathi- 
gataraksita, who participated greatly in the final version of the 
Avadinakalpalata (l),  Devikara, Kanakavarman, AtiSa, Tshul- 
khrims-yon-tan. All these pandits and lotsivas, then, are contem- 
poraries of Rin-chen-bzan-po and their activity should therefore 
be confined within a very precise time limit: the second half of 
the 10th century and up until about the third quarter of the 1 lth 
century. 

This contemporaneity provides us with other synchronisms. In 
fact, we know, for example, that the Rin-chen-rdo-rje (Ratna- 
vajra) mentioned by Pad-ma-dkar-po was the disciple of Gahgi- 
dhara (Cordier 2.377), who was himself a frequent collaborator 
of Rin-chen-bzan-po, that Kamalagupta collaborated with Bsod- 
nams-rgyal-ba (Cordier 2.85) and that some works were transla- 
ted by Sraddhikaravarrnan with the lotsiva Yon-tan-Si-la (Guga- 
Sila, Cordier 2.198,199). On the other hand, SubhMiSriianti and 
Sakyamati collaborated with the great Nepalese pandit, Sintibha- 
dra, with whom they had translated works together with Tshul- 

(1) Cordier 2.420. 



khrims-rgyal-ba, better known under the name of Nag-tsho, one 
of the most celebrated disciples of AtiSa (see for example Cordier 
2.276). Sintibhadra translated at least three works at the request 
of Lha-btsun Byan-chub-hod (the grandson of Ye-Ses-hod) and 
these are, as deduced from their colophons: Yogacaryabhiimau 
bodhisattvabhiiinivyikhyfi, the t iki  of the Samgdhirgja (Mdo- 
hgrel, iii and ri, Cordier 2.369 and 382) and the commentary to 
the Abhisamayilankiira of Bhadanta Vimuktisena in which colla- 
borated Sintibhadra Sikya-hod (Siikyaprabha); whereas the very 
brother of Byan-chub-hod, that is to say, 2i-ba-hod in the colo- 
phon to the translation of the kiiriki of Tattvasangraha of Sinti- 
raksita that he translated into Tibetan together with Gunikara- 
Sribhadra, was also called a great lotsfiva. 

Byan-chub-hod himself commissioned from SubhfitiSri ( ~ i n t i )  
a translation of the Praminavfirttikavytti of Devendrabuddhi 
(Cordier 2.440, Mdo-hgrel che) and of the Paficaskandhapraka- 
rana of Candrakirti (Cordier 2.304) that was made by Dipankara, 
if it is true that the Dpal-l ha-bstun-pa bodhi-riija that this last men- 
tioned one (Dipankara) wishes to be identified, as it almost certa- 
inly appears to be, with our Byan-chub-hod. 

From the time of Lha-lde we have the AbhisamayBlankiirilokii 
of Haribhadra, in the colophon of which, in the edition of Snar- 
than one reads clearly Khri bkra-iis Lha-lde-tsan, from which 
one cannot agree with the identification of this king with his suc- 
cessor Hod-lde as Cordier 2.277 has proposed. Moreover, Subhi- 
sita already figures expressly as a translator, at the wish of the 
same monarch, of the AstasihasrikBprajRipiramit5 of which the 
iloka is the commentary. It is due to the decree of the same 
monarch that one owes the translation of the SBlihotri~vi~ur- 
vedasamhiti (2.500) (1). 

Concerning his successor Hod-lde, during whose reign AtiSa 
arrived in Tibet, we know that he had SubhijtiSinti, ~ikya-blo-  
gros (S5kyamati) and Dge-bahi-blo-gros translate the Suddhimati 

(1) Cordier in Bdrlletin Ecole Fran~alse d' ExrrPme Orient 3.620, 
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(Cordier 2.281), that was then revised and corrected by Sintibha- 
dra, who we will see work for his (Hod-lde's) successor, Rtse-lde, 
together with the lotsiva Lha-btsas whose many translations are 
incorporated in the Tibetan collections. 

The works that Rtse-lde, the successor of Hod-lde, had trans- 
lated furnish us with another series of synchronisms: he reigned 
after the death of Rin-chen-bzan-po, that is approximately some- 
time after 1055. He is usually designated with all his titles, Dpal- 
Iha-btsan-po, Khri bkra-iis-mnah-bdag Rtse-lde-btsan, and we 
know concerning him that he ordered the translation of the Vina- 
yasangraha that was made by Jiiinairibhadra, a pandita who was, 
a native of Gron-khyer-dpe-med, Anupamapura in Kashmir, to- 
gether with the 1otsivaRgyal-ba-Ses-rab and Siikya-b~es-giien. And 
at the wish of the same prince and 'of Dpal-lha-bstun 2i-ba-hod. 
JfiinaSr~bhadra, collaborating with the disciple of Rin-chen-bzan- 
po, Dge-bahi-blo-gros, translated the VidanyZtya of Dharmakirti. 
It was the same king together with gi-ba-hod who ordered that 
the great Praminavirttikatiki' of Sikyabuddhi and PrajHikara- 
gupta (Mdo-hgrel, je, fie, te, the, Cordier 2.440ff.) be translated, 
obeying the will of Khu and Dpon, of the uncle and thenephew, 
that is of Ye-Ses-hod and Byan-chub-hod (and not gi-ba-hod as 
Cordier proposes): and entrusting the translation to Sunayandri- 
mitra of VikramaSili and to KumiraSri from among the many 
other masters brought together for this purpose, during a meet- 
ing held at his very request at Toling. Always obeying the will of 
Ye-Ses-hod and Byan-chub-hod, this same prince together with 
2i-ba-hod had the Praminavirttikilankiratik5 translated into 
Tibetan by Dipankararaksita and Byan-chub-Ses-rab of Man-hor 
in 2an-2un, that is Guge (2.443). 

As a result of this comparative examination we find that the 
information deduced from our sources is completely confirmed 
in the indices of the Tibetan collections. Certain information 
from the biography naturally takes exception. such as the great 



anachronism, for example, of mentioning among the masters of 
Rin-chen-bzah-po, Jinamitra and ~ilendrabodhi, who, as is well 
known, belong to the first period of Tibetan translations, since 
both lived at the time of Khri-sron-lde-btsan, collaborating toge- 
ther with Kluhi-rgyal-mtshan, Dinaiila, etc. 

Moreover, any connection between Rin-chen-bza~i-po and Ni-  
ropi, that Pad-ma-dkar-po mentioned, is missing; no work of 
the great siddha is among those translated in Guge, nor does it 
appear that in that region at that time that anyone knew the 
Kiilacakratantra of which Niiropa was one of the first interpre- 
ters. The credit for having introduced the system of Niropa and his 
teachings into Tibet is due principally to Marpa, the lotsiva of 
Lho-brag (not of Zans-dkar as Francke would have it) (1). 

With regard to what I have said above, it seems, thus, comple- 
tely confirmed that the period to which Rin-chen-bzan-po belon- 
ged can be considered as among the most fruitful and important 
ones for the history of Lamaism and for the elaboration of Indian 
doctrines after their introduction into the Land of Snow. In the 
future it will be advantageous to draw attention to the cultural 
movement that took place in Western Tibet and that shows itself 
to be more noteworthy than has been recognized so far. Not 
even Francke, who, apart from some of the defects of his works, 
has the indisputable merit of having illuminated in a very large 
series of works the history and culture of Indian Tibet, has colle- 
cted precise information on our period. And although he was the 
first to mention the great figure of Rin-chen-bzali-po, especially 
as an apostle of Lamaism in Mar-yul and as a singular construc- 
tor of temples, the dates that he has provided, on different occa- 
sions. are faulty and certainly inadequate to  permit us to under- 
stand completely the full worth of the work carried out by Rin- 
chen-bzali-po and its significance. It is that we lack the sources 
or, at least they are not yet available. 

(1) Indian Antiquary 59 (1930). 69. 
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6 13. The rnam-thar of Rin-chen-bzari-po 

I knew that a biography (rnam-thar) of Rin-chen-bzan-po exis- 
ted, but no matter how many attempts I made to find it during 
my trips in 1928 and 1930 I was not able to locate it. And, even 
Francke could only use a modest biography that came into the 
possession of Gergan in Leh in 1926. What that was I cannot say; 
but Gergan, who, when I met him again in 1931 and asked him 
about it, confirmed that his book consisted of only a few pages. 
That led me to suppose that it might be an abbreviated version of 
the other that in September 1932 reached me from Poo and that 
consisted of 58 folios with four lines per folio. Also the different 
spellings of the proper names that cannot be considered as a cas- 
ual deformation due to ignorant scribes, since the same forms 
usually recur constantly in the text, lead me to believe that my 
version is different from that of Gergan. 

That there is in fact more than one version of the biography 
is demonstrated from the colophon of the one that has come in- 
to my possession: Gu-gejli khyi dari-pa Dpal-)ye-Ses-kyis Tho-liri- 
du bris-pa!ti rrranz-thar hbrin-po rdzogs-so "here ends the median 
biography written in Tho-lin by Dpal-ye-ses of Kyi-dan in Guge": 

This makes one suppose that in addition to the present biogra- 
phy there are two others: one more vast. the other more concise. 
The case is not new in Tibetan literature, and it repeats itself for 
example, in thc biographies of AtiSa. The mam-thar that has now 
come into my possession is a manuscript, and to judge from its 
state of preservation, is reasonably ancient; it shows in the writ- 
ing a great uncertainty of forms that denotes that the amanuensis 
ignored the rules of spelling. Very often he is influenced by the 
pronunciation of the words and shows a great uncertainty with 
regard to prefixed fetters. It is certainly not my intention here tu 
give a conlplete translation of the text. If we were to put our 
mind to translating completely all the Tibetan rnam-thars, not 
only would we take on a very arduous task indeed, but very often 
the result would not compensate for our effort. 



These rnam-thar ought to be used with much caution. Gener- 
ally, in fact, they cannot be considered as works of absolute his- 
toric value; no more than can the lives of the saints of our medi- 
eval period, they are a branch of religious and edifying literature, 
The great personalities, whose glories and memorable deeds they 
narrate are not save for very rare exceptions, heroes or warriors, 
or political men, but only monks and ascetics: they speak of 
spiritual conquests, they describe visions, they reveal mystical 
exaltations. In an atmosphere so saturated with magic and with 
such intense faith as Tibet has always been, it is evident that the 
miraculous, the legendary, and the supernatural superimpose 
themselves on the historical base and take the upper hand. In 
short, the Tibetans are interested in another reality, that even 
though it does not belong to history, is for that no less real or 
vital than this one is for us, from which is increased the psycho- 
logical interest of this literature that paints with full efficacy the 
atmosphere of the fantastic in which even today devout Tibet 
lives and moves. 

That does not take away, however, from the fact that even the 
historian can find in these biographies precious elements for which 
it would be in vain to search elsewhere. And it is on these now 
that we will especially insist, seeking to complete the information 
that we were able to recover in the sources used above. The bio- 
graphy of Rin-chen-bzan-po is not in fact, to be considered as 
one of the most representative from the artistic point of view, 
nor could it certainly give a completely perfect and satisfying 
idea of this biographical literature that also has magnificent exam- 
ples, such as the life of Milaraspa or that of Marpa. 

The author of the biography has organized the subjects that he 
will treat in eleven fundamental headings, and they are: 

1) The prophecies concerning his birth, since the appearance 
of every great person is. according to a comn~on Buddhist conce- 
ption, anticipated by the prophecies of the Buddha or of the sain- 
ts long before their birth. 

2) To what lineage he belonged. 
3) Where he was born. 
4) When and where he took his vows. 
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5 )  Where he acquired the qualities of lotsiva, etc. 
6) With which masters and sages he learnt the Law. 
7) How he translated the Law. 
8) How he constructed the four residences and the temples. 
9) How he constructed the twentyone lesser places. 
1 0) Where be performed extraordinary asceticism. 
1 1 )  From what place he entered nirviga, disappearing into 

the air. 
Setting aside the prophecies, let us consider the birth: instead of 

speaking to us immediately of the courtly town in which Rin-chen- 
bzan-po was born, the text prefaces the exposition of his genea- 
logy by a designation, that has all the appearance of a gloss or later 
insertion, of the place where especially resided (fo1.4): blu-ma darn- 
pa dehi z'ugs-yrrl rtsa-ba ni Gu-ge Kha-tsihi Lha-luris yin that is: "the 
~rincipal place of residence of' the exalted master was Lha-luris. 
in that of Kha-tse of Guge. Although Lha-lui~s is a rather com- 
mon place-name in Tibet. it is probable that this Lha-luns is to 
be identified with Lha-lun in Spiti, along the valley of the Lingti 
that appears on the Survey map (52L) under the form of Lilung; 
here one finds famous small temple (or shrine) illustrated by Shut- 
tleworth and attributed precisely to Rin-chen-bzah-po. But, at 
that time, Kha-tse which is recorded also in the Deb-ther ought 
to be identified with Spiti. In favour of this hypothesis one could 
cite the fact that even today the name of Kha-tse seems to exist 
in that of the village of Kaze(or Kaja on the Survey map) which, 
from the ruins that remain seems to have been at one time more 
important than it is today. 

The fact that the whole region is indicated by the generic name 
of Guge does not constitute an objection to this identification, 
because, as we have seen, our sources divide all the territory of 
Western Tibet into three large areas: Maryul. Guge, and Puran 
which must have been subdivided into many other provinces with 
different names probably from those that are in use today. That 
Kha-tse was the name of a province is demonstrated by the fact 



that in it was not only Lha-lun, but also Go-khar (fol. 3 3 3 )  
where, owing to regal munificence, Rin-chen-bzan-po erected a 
temple that must be the same one recorded by the Deb-ther-snon- 
po (kha 3b), and Ven-gir, as the locality where the lotsiva, accor- 
ding to our biography and the Deb-ther entered nirvina. 

His place of birth was Skyu-van or Kyu-van, according to 
different spellings, as we learn from folio 8, where the prodigy that 
announces his conception is narrated, from folio 30 where it is 
indicated as the residence of his mother, and from folio 35 where 
it is expressly stated that he is a native of the place. The name is 
evidently corrupt, but its exact form is preserved for us in the 
index of the Bstan-hgyur. In fact, in the colophon of the Mukta- 
gama (Cordier 1.147) translated by our lotsava together with 
Sraddhakaravarman one finds that the birthplace of Rin-chen- 
bzan-po is specified as Khyuil-ven. The first name is too common 
in the toponomy of Guge for one to attempt a secure identifica- 
tion (Gyun-vo is east of Toling; Kyun-lung is near the hot springs 
on the Toling-Manasarovar road, etc.), but it is not, however, im- 
possible to arrive at an approximation. In fact, to judge from 
what we read on folio 35: khruns-yul yin-pus Skyu-veri Ran-nis-su 
Rad-nis, where Rin-chen-bzan-po founded a temple, is found in 
the territory of Khyun-ven. One can now stabilize where this 
temple of Radnis arose: it is found in a gorge northeast of Shipki, 
not very far from this village and even today it is an object of 
pilgrimage. I heard of it for the first time from some lamas who 
were my informants in the monastery of Kanam, who when I 
asked them wrote the name, however, with another spelling: 
Rva-nid. They told me that ancient frescoes are still visible there. 
It is thus a place that will be necessary to visit on a subsequent 
expedition. 

Concerning his genealogical origins is tells us that he belonged 
to the G.yu-sgra clan whose origin was in Kha-che. Kha-che sig- 
nifies "Kashmir" and even-in recent times-"Muslim", but it is 



often used in a very broad sense to indicate the non-Tibetan 
population at the western confines of Tibet. This tradition with 
regard to Rin-chen-bzan-PO could have a double significance: 
that is to say, whether it is a simple fiction to connect thefamily 
of the great lotsava to Kashmir, where he was to descend when 
still a youth to master the Sanskrit language and thus attribute 
to him an Indian origin, or whether to preserve memory of that 
heterogeneity of ethnic elements that we see coexist and overlap 
in Western Tibet and that even if Tibetan with regard to langu- 
age, belong anthropologically to different races. 

Apart from all the evidently legendary details that the biogra- 
phy piously gathers and hands down, we note (fo1.5) that from 
his paternal grandfather G.yu-sgra-ston-San (or bSan, p.6a) the 
family divided into two branches, one called G.yu-sgra-San-pa 
(1) the other younger one called G.yu-sgra-chun, which seems to 
have established itself a little further east; in fact. it is designated 
by the localities in which it resided Zar-fan-pa, Son-hkhar-pa, 
Ma-yan-pa, Tsha-ran-pa. Man-yan is certainly the Miang of the 
old Survey maps (now Ma-dzong), on the Hindustan-Tibet trade 
route to the east of Tiak. Tsha-ran is rather than Tsa-pa-ran 
(Rtsa-ba-ran), Charang near Tangi pass between Guge and Ba- 
shahr or Sarang near the monastery of Chu-su. Rin-chen-bzan-po 
was born into the principal branch of the family. His father was 
called Ban-chen-po Gf on-nu-dban-phyug and his mother, Kun- 
bzan-Ses-rab-bstan-ma of Cog-ro. He was born in the last month 
of summer in the year of the horse, a date that we must fill out 
according to that indicated to us from the Deb-ther-shon-po. To 
his father's brother will be born his companion and disciple Legs- 
pahi-Ses-rab, distinguished by the title the lesser lotsiiva, whose 

(1) This form is rather strange: fnri or b ian  means: butcher. If there was 
not the alternation with hz'an on folio 6 1 would consider it as a correction 
of clren as opposed to churi. An opposition that is maintained in the names 
of the two personages that came from the twofold lineage and are thus 
called. respectively, the greater lots8va (chen) and the lesser lotsPva (clurn). 



translations also remain in the Tibetan collections. Rin-then- 
bzan-po had two brothers and a sister (6 b); the elder brother 
was called Ses-rab-dban-phyug, the younger one, Yon-tan (1)- 
dban-phyug; he was the middle son and received the name of 
Rin-chen-dban-phyug; his sister was Kun-srin-ies-mtsho. Accord- 
ing to a custom that still continues in Tibetan society, the task 
of providing for the well being and continuity of the family is 
left to the eldest son. The younger brother and sister also took 
monastic vows; indeed, regarding the sister, i t  also gives her reli- 
gious name, Rnal-hbyor-ma Chos-kyi-sgron-ma, and it seems 
that she achieved great fame for her saintliness. 

Thus, the information that the biography contains concerning 
the family of the great translator is so spare and unembellished 
that there is no reason not to accept it as substantially correct 
and it agrees with the inscription at Alchi that mentions briefly 
the life of the lotsfiva (2). Concerning his entry into the monastic 
order, the biography agrees with the Deb-ther-snon-po, asserting 
that it happened when the lotsiva was still an adolescent; in fact 
he would have taken his vows at the age of thirteen, assuming 
the name Rin-chen-bzan-po, and his spiritual master and guide 
would have been the pandit Legs-pa-bzan-po (folio 9). There is, 
as can be seen, a disparity between the author of our biography 
and that of the Deb-ther-snon-po; the difference can be explained 
quite well, however, as due to an error in transcription, since the 
cursive form of ye-ies can be easily confused with legs; or the 
amanuensis was lead astray by the name of the lesser lotsiva 
and his cousin, that is Legs-pahi-Ses-rab. 

5 14. Travel to India a~id tlte itinerary that Ite followed 

The biography does not mention the decree that Rin-chen-bzan- 
po may have received from the king of Guge to go to India toge- 
ther with other youths chosen by the king. Thus we do not know 
what were the motives that impelled the young Tibetan to aban- 

(1) Mss. statr. 
(2) And i t  is visibly based on the Deb-ther-snon-po. 
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don his country and descend into the great Buddhist centres in 
order to rebuild a culture all his own and obtain the sacred doc- 
trines from the original sources. Whether or not there was a 
royal decree, little by little, as his studies progressed, he must 
have realized the insufficiency of the existing translations then in 
Tibet and to have yet a greater awareness of the enormous quan- 
tity of doctrinal and exegetic texts that still remained to be trans- 
lated. It was not only the curiosity of the new, but the necessity 
to see more deeply into that literature that had entered Tibet 
through many ways and in different epochs. There were too 
many references in that literature to books of which the Tibetan 
lamas perhaps knew nothing but the title, while, on the other 
hand, as it usually happens with almost all Indian religious and 
philosophical literature, one text clarifies another, such that igno- 
rance of one precludes the correct comprehension of another. It 
was necessary to descend into the Indian monasteries, where one 
found the large libraries and greatest repositories of the doctrine 
and the mystical experiences of Buddhism, in order to get an 
idea of the vast material lying there that was still ignored by 
Tibetan masters, and then, after having understood and transla- 
ted it, to bring it back to the Country of Snows. 

And so Rin-chen-bzan-po, a youth of seventeen, left h s  father 
and mother and undertook the journey that was neither short 
nor easy in the direction of Kashmir acconlpanied by an upasaka 
or lay disciple named Bkra-Sis-rtse-mo, and a Mon-pa (1) that 
is a native of ~ y u n - t i  who knew the road well. ~ ~ u n - t i  is the desi- 
gnation that is still current today for Kulu, and the inhabitants 
of Kulu together with those of Bashahr today still engage in an 
active commerce of transporting small goods during the summer 
months, from all of India to all the inhabited centres of Spiti, 
Guge, Rudok, Ladakh bringing back salt, borax, and wool. It 
does not seem that the centuries have profoundly changed the 
living conditions in these regions. 

(1) For the meaning of Mon that is "non-Tibetan" sec Dainelli. I Tipi 
Umani, Spedizione italiana De Filippi, p. 135 ff. 



What was the itinerary that Rin-chen-bzan-po followed to go 
to Kashmir? It is most likely that he did not take the road that 
would be most easy today, that is to say, he must not have 
descended to Jalandhara and then climbed to Kashmir via the 
pass of Banihal or Kohila. The fact that having arrived at Kulu, 
his companion was afraid of the great snow-covered mountain 
that still had to be crossed suggests that he followed the direct 
route through the Himalayan range. He could have reached Kulu 
via Spiti; in this case he had to follow the valley of the Chandra 
river, that then was certainly open to traffic since the glacier 
Shigu precipitated in the last century, had not completely ob- 
structed it with immense and deformed boulders that rolled down 
in the catastrophe and he could have reached from Losar at the 
extreme end of Spiti to the confluence of the Chandra and the 
Bhaga, in four to five days. Since this was the shortest route at 
that time, I do not think that he could have taken the road com- 
monly used today through Birilicha, given the impracticality of 
the other (today). If he then descended by the Sutlej he must 
have inevitably reached the valley of the Chandra-Bhiga whe- 
ther he passed through the pass of Rohtang, or whether, having 
arrived at Kulu, he took a left and crossed the range that sepa- 
rates Kulu from Chambi. Once he arrived at the valley of the 
river, the way progressed through Kilar Arthal Piyas Kishtwir. 
After a month and three days he would have arrived, according 
to our sources, at the city of Ke-ri-ka and two days later, at a 
large bridge called Ma-hi-gsali-hgal: the location of these sites 
is rather dubious. But if the itinerary indicated by me is correct, 
it is probable that the city of Ke-ri-ka is to be identified with 
Kilar on the Chandra-Bhiga in Chambi and the bridge is the 
one on the very same Chandra-Bhiga that one crosses at Arthal 
(Atholi) since the road on the right bank of the river passes 
there to the left bank. This identification would correspond with 
what is said subsequently (16 b) that is, that for three days Rin- 
chen-bzan-po and his companion remained without food having 
found themselves in wooded terrain; it is about a four-day march 
between Arthal and Kishtwiir, and while there are abundant 
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forests, provisions are completely lacking (1 ). 
We know nothing of the cities in which he stayed during his 

residence in Kashmir, because the two names found in the text: 
Ka-la-cag-ti (fol. 20) and Tamalapanti. where he met Srad- 
dhlkaravarman (2) (3,21) do not suggest to me any Kashmiri 
center with an equivalent phonetic type. Probably we are faced 
with an ancient deformation of the original Sanskrit word, made 
worse, as always happens with foreign names, through the manu- 
script tradition. 

The stay of Rin-chen-bzan-po outside his own country ought 
to be divided, i t  seems, into two periods: the first, for the dura- 
tion of seven years was spent in Kashmir, evidently with the pur- 
pose of learning not only the spoken language, but more impor- 
tantly Sanskrit and then to acquire the acquaintances that would 
be necessary to undertake the vast program of translation that 
he had prescribed. The second stay he spent in eastern India, pro- 
bably at Vikramaiila, with the intent to find and copy other texts 
of the Law and to hear from living masters an immediate expla- 
nation. The third period is represented by another stay in 
Kashmir, perhaps to put in order the large amount of material 
collected and to finish some of the translations undertaken with 
his first masters. 

The first period of residence in Kashmir probably lasted seven 
years, the second and third together ten years, that is Rin-chen- 
bzan-po would have been absent from his country for a total 
period of 17 years. 

When he returned to Khyun-ven he did not have the joy of a 
festive meeting of both his parents. His father died during his 
absence, perhaps, by then desparing that India would not return 
his son to him. Then we see him set to work intensely: in fact he 
began revising the still existing traditions and translating the new 
texts, assisted by 75 other pandits that Lha-lde-btsan had called. 

(1) For this itinerary see the schematic, but precise information in K. 
Mason, Routes in the Western Himalaya. Dehra Dun, 1922, Route 54. 

(2) In the text: da-ka-ra-var-mu. 



I S .  Constrtrction of the three principal temples 

But, as we noted above, the work of Rin-chen-bzan-po is not 
exhausted simply in that of a translator or revisor of the transla- 
tions of others. His pilgrimages in Kashmir and India, even 
though inspired by motives of study and apostolic ardour, still 
show him to be a restless spirit, vivacious and desirous of travel, 
one of those men who know how to adapt themselves to a purely 
contemplative life, but from an inner impulse drawn from action. 
And watch him interrupt from time to time his trailslations to 
disseminate throughout the country a great number of small 
temples and chapels that must have, more than the doctrinal 
texts, contributed to the diffusion among the rough population 
of shepherds that lived in the bitter mountains of Western Tibet 
of respect for the new faith, by now introduced in more noble 
forms; and revived religious spirit. Tradition attributes to him 
the construction of 108 edifices of major and minor importance. 
The number 108 is sacred in Buddhism and is thus suspect and 
cannot be taken literally; but it is certain that many temples that 
still exist in Western Tibet arose from his initiative. And even if 
we do not wish to honor the pretentions of all the little villages 
of Ladakh, Lahul, Spiti, Kunuwar, Guge that pride themselves in 
having a Rin-chen-bzan-po Lotsavahi Iha-khan, that is, a chapel 
constructed by the lotsgva, it is certain that in many cases the 
tradition tells the truth; it is confirmed not only in the generally 
reliable biographical sources? as we have already noted, but also 
in the epigraphic and palaeographic data and especially in the 
paintings or statues or in cult objects conserved in the temples 
that go back undoubtedly to the period which we are considering 
and, that as Francke has repeatedly observed, they should be, in 
many cases, attributed securely to Indian artists. This work of 
his, if it did not create, it did consolidate without a doubt the 
position of Lamaism in Western Tibet; he was able to succeed 
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because as pointed out earlier, he was assisted by the great energy 
and good will of the kings of Guge His name cannot be disasso- 
ciated from that of Ye-4es-hod and of Byan-chub-hod. The kings 
of Guge showered him with honors: when he returned from his 
travels, according to both our biography and the Deb-ther, Lha- 
Ide called him Dbuiri mchod-gnus and Rdo-rje slob-dpon that is 
"supremely venerable" and "Vajrticarya", two honorific titles that 
must have augmented his prestige and authority at court and in 
the state. And quickly following the exanlple of Indian rajas, they 
also made gifts of land to him, four of which, according to the 
sources, were in the province of Puran. Immediately after- 
wards we see the lotsava erect the first of the great temples, 
those of Kha-char (or Whah-char or Hkhab-char), of Tho- 
lin and of Myar-ma. That of Kha-char was erected expressly at 
the wish of King Lha-lde: de-nus blu-chen-po Lhu-Ides Kha-chor- 
kyi btsug-lha-khari bzhens-su-gsol (fol. 29). information that does 
not completely agree with that furnished by the Rgyal-rabs 
that says that the founder was Khor-re. The site, to my mind, is 
not precise; but that it was in Puran is explicitly asserted by our 
biography fol30 Spu-traris-kyi Hkha-hchar (at fol. 44 Hkhah-char) 
( I ) .  Moreover, the fact that in order to indicate the great activity 
of construction of the lotsava, it says that he built I08 temples 
from Hkhah-char in Puran to Ho-bu-lan-bkah (fol. 44. compare 
fol. 29 where the spelling is Ho-bu-lan-kah) seems to indicate 
that it is located in the extreme edge of Pu-ran where this region 
touches Tibet, true and proper; instead Ho-bu-lan-ka is rather 
close to  China (2) and I would situate it at Khapalu northwest 
of Ladakh, near which even today exists a village called Lan-ka. 
This region of the temple which we are discussing was securely 
Buddhist. 

-- 

(l) There is, however, a Kang-sar to the southeast of Toling and to the 
south of Sutlej. 

(2) As Gergan proposes in the preface of Francke in Lha-luri Temple of 
Shuttleworth. 



The same spelling of the name of the monastery could be tor- 

rect on the basis of the colophon of the SfitrilankiridiSIokadva- 
yavyikhyina (Mdo hgrel. tshi, Cordier 2.377) the version ofwhich 
was executed, in fact, in the monastery Dpal-yid-b5in-lhun-gyis- 
grub-pa at a Khva-char. That the monastery is the one mention- 
ed by our sources seems to be demonstrated by the fact that 
among the translators we see figured the Kashmiri pandit, Para- 
hitabhadra, who, as is known, was one of the masters who work- 
ed at Toling, as is clearly indicated in the colophon to the Dhar- 
madharmativibhanga (Mdo hgrel, phi, Cordier 2.374). The place 
has nothing to do with Khva-tse of the Deb-ther because we 
have already seen that this was not in Pu-ran, but in the outskirts 
of Rad-nis, that is near Shipki. 

Myar-ma is in Mar-yul, that is Ladakh: it is not indicated on 
the map, but it can be securely identified with the ruins that still 
exist today in the environs of Ranbirpur, in the vicinity of Tikse 
that 1 visited many times ( I )  ( ~ ~ e r m a ) .  

Coming last is the greatest of all, that of Tho-lin indicated on 
the old maps as Totling and on the recent ones Toling, Toling- 
math (2) of which Sven Hedin, Rawling, and, in particular, 
Young spoke, in a little known work that is worthy of greater 
consideration. This temple was constructed at the wish of Ye-Bes- 
hod, and Toling was probably the capital of the state of that 
time. One cannot determine the date of its construction precisely; 
in fact there is no warranty to accept the date of 101 4 (Ga-pan- 
ther-jahr) suggested by Ssanang Ssetsen p. 53 because as we have 

(1) See Indo-Tibetica 1 .SO-51. 
(2) The spelling is various; in the colophons of Bstan-hgyur and of Bkab- 

hgyur it is usually Tho-lin; thus also in the biography and the Rgyal-rabs. 
Incorrectly in the Bkah-than-sde-lna the deformation (na, folio 70) Mkho- 
mthi6, in the Deb-ther it is (ca 4) Mtho-ldin and thus also in Padma-dkar- 
po (1 10); in Klon-rdol-blarna (2.9) Tho-ldiri. 

(3) In "Journey to Toling and Tsaparang in Western Tibet" in the Jour- 
nal of the Punjab Historicd Society 3(2). 117. 
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seen the dates concerning Ye-Ses-hod and R i n - c h e n - b ~ a h - ~ ~  are 
contradicted by our Tibetan sources. Equally untenable is a &te 
of 1025 proposed by S. Ch. Das in Indian Pandits i l l  the Idand of 

S~IOW,  p.52. Whereas. according to the biography, the temple 
would have been constructed by the lotsiva after his return from 
India, according to the Pad-ma-dkar-po it was built by the king 
of Guge before the Indian mission of Rin-chen-bzan-po. As we 
have deduced from the colophon of the Sijnyatasaptativivltti 
(Mdo hgrel, ya, Cordier 2.305) it was erected in the town of Guge 
in the district of Gun-than in the province of Mnah-ris. And it 
was during this period of time that the great hot bed of Buddhist 
studies prospered there under the aegis and protection of the en- 
lightened princes. In the colophons of the Bstan-hgyur and the 
Bkah-hgyur this monastery is often recorded as the place where 
the important translations were being made; for example $ijnya- 
ttisaptativivrtti (Cordier 2.305, from the Parahitabhadra mentio- 
ned above), Bodhipathapradipa (2.336, 337), revision of Vinaya- 
sangraha (2.40 1 ). Dharmadharmativibhanga (2.374), Pramiga- 
virttikglankira and tiki (2.442, 443), Sriparamiditikti (1.261), 
Sitipatrasicchakavidhi ( I  .364). 

One of the vihiiras of Tho-lin in which they worked especially 
on translations was called Dpal Dpe-med-lhun-gyis-grub-pa in 
which was executed the version of the commentary to the 
Praminavarttikfilank2ra and the Paramaditiki ( I ) :  another was 
known under the name of gser-khan, frequent in temples of this 
period (see Beck p. 97 n. 8 and Otani Cat. p. 52 n. 137 where 
instead of tho-rin it should read Tho-lin). 

(1) From the Deb-ther-snon-po (ca 4) we learn that from the time of 
Atiia the walls of the temple were covered with pictures figuring the 
principal divinities of various Tantric cycles (about which compare Young, 
op. cit., p. 192). The episode is also known to Bu-ston, p. 213 according to 
which the paintings would have been in the room of the lotsgva. The con- 
tradiction is only apparent, because usually, even today, the great masters 
live in the chapels, when a real monastery in lacking. 



§ 16. Another trip to India 

Having consecrated the major temples, we see him take again 
the inaccessible roads of India and this time on behalf of Lha-bla- 
ma Ye-Ses-hod and of Bla-ma Byan-chub-hod, who desired that he 
bring back books and artists who would fashion statues of the 
gods. Evidently, the temples that were constructed were rather 
unadorned and in Tibet they could not find a way to decorate or 
finish them as they would have liked. And to Rin-chen-bzan-po, 
who must have described at the court of the kings, his lords and 
friends, the riches and the art that was collected in the sanctua- 
ries of India, was entrusted with the task of providing these 
things so that Tibet would also have temples not unworthy of 
those in India. And he succeeded perfectly in his intent; since 
Tabo and Alchi and for what one knows also Toling are derived 
directly from the contemporary art of India, of which these tem- 
ples have conserved precious documents that should be guarded 
and protected by every means. 

I was struck by the curious notice in the biography that in 
Kashmir he had made an image in bronze of his father by a 
famous artist called Hbi-ta-ka (in the source used by Gergan: 
Bhitaka) and he had it sent to Tibet, where, in the author's time, 
it was still conserved in the temple of Go-khar in Kha-rtse. In 
fact, for what I know, it is not the custom for Tibetans to make 
images of the deceased; they do not permit other than portraits 
of the donors and those who have executed on their own account 
some religious work, such as a painting, for example. But this 
does not fit our case, since we know that the father of Rin-chen- 
bzan-po had already been dead for some time. Nor at any rate 
could the image be called a portrait, in any manner, because it 
was executed in a foreign land by an artist who had never known 
the person he was requested to represent. 

We are perhaps in the presence of funeral rites in use in pre- 
Buddhist Tibet and that Buddhism completely eradicated, little 
by little, or perhaps the image was placed in the temple of Go- 
khar because it was constructed in memory of the father of Rin- 
chen-bzd-po. 
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This second absence of the lotdva from Tibet was not, how- 
ever, as long as the first. 

tj 17. New activities of Rin-chen-bzun-po 

After six years Rin-chen-bzan-PO returned to his country bring- 
ing with him thirtytwo Kashmiri artists (fol. 33). But this time also 
the joy of returning must have been disturbed by an unfortunate 
event; for in the meantime, the king Lha-bla-ma Ye-Ses-hod had 
becn imprisoned and the lotsiva was never to see him again. But 
the work undertaken was not stopped: thanks to the interest of 
Lha-bla-ma Byan-chub-hod and the king Lha-lde, we see the 
lotslva make use of his Indian artists and to line up as troops 
in twentyone different sites, that had been donated to him by 
those princes, so many temples and chapels that they compiet- 
ed together with the major centres cited above, the penetration of 
Buddhism into the tribes of Western Tibet. They were so many 
tentacles that extended the faith into every place in the bitter 
fight against still existing forms of Bon-po. And in one year he 
made a tour depositing in each three copies of the Mdo-man and 
seven of the Prajiii (fol 34). Special preference was given to the 
temple of Rad-nis, in that of Khyun-ven, the birthplace of the 
lotslva, that I have mentioned above. 

The foundation of the chapel in Rad-nis (fol. 36) seems to have 
aroused the protest of the still vigorous centres of Bon-po; it is 
in this light, it seems to me, at least, that one ought to interpret 
the legend which tells of the hostility of the local Sa-bdag (spi- 
rits of the place) represented by a nlgi (klu-hbrog-mo) called 
sman-hdsa-la-ma-ti, that is Jalamati, by her four brothers and by 
still others that in the end were completely subdued by Rin-chen- 
bzan-po and elected as guardians of the diverse temples that he 
was constructing ( l ) .  

(1) The tradition of this battle sustained by the lotslva against local 
demons, that is, against, the religion in which they believed is sketched 
also in the tale of Bu-ston, p. 214: "The great translator Rin-chen-bzan-po 
subdued the n5ga Kar-gyal and refuted the false exorcists by means of the 
doctrine". [The name Jalamati is Sman- hdza-la-ma-ti = Maiijulamati, 
Lokesh Chandra]. 



As we see, the story of Padmasambhava is repeated in modest 
proportions; nor should the tale of the biography be considered 
a mere legend, since it is clear that before Buddhism could con- 
quer the country definitively, it had to placate the hostility of 
the pre-existing sects and its victory was in great part assured 
only by a progressive assimilation of local cults and by the acce- 
ptance of them, transformed into Buddhist ones most often only 
on the exterior. 

It was in this manner that Buddhism succeeded in substituting 
itself for the religion of Bon-po, at one time certainly rather dif- 
fused and powerful, since, as has been noted, it was precisely in 
kan-iun, that is Guge, that GSen-rabs, the systematizer of the 
sect was born. This tenacious battle against the Bon is alluded 
to in the inscription of Ye-Ses-hod in Poo, in which is mentioned 
the religion of the gods, also called the religion before Buddhism: 
Lha-chos and shar-chos. The Lha are in fact, the gods of the 
Bon, who still in the Tibetan imagination populate the dangerous 
passes or bridges and impervious paths and that require propitia- 
tion to avoid their wrath; the books of the Bon-po almost al- 
ways begin with an incomprehensible heading: in the "language 
of the gods" "Lhahi skad-du". It is necessary to add that in this 
work of propaganda the kings of Guge were probably motivated 
by political reasons. For however sincere their faith may have 
been, one ought not to forget that Ye-Ses-hod was a king, and a 
king whose family had been settled for only a short time on the 
ground that he ruled and he must have met with the opposition 
of hostile forces which, as it happens in the Orient, is realized 
in religious movements or guided by religious sects. 

Thus, it is not improbable that behind this intense work of 
Buddhist propaganda in a country that we have serious reasons 
to consider the homeland of the systematized Bon, are hidden 
more or less secret political motives: to overthrow Bon-po, or let 
us say rather, to absorb it into the new faith signified a unifica- 
tion of minds, while as head of the religion, the king could have 
a great influence and control over a population that had become 
Buddhist. 
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g 18. Works of art and books deposited in the temples 

Having constructed the temple of Rad-nis, R i n - c h e n - b ~ a h - ~ ~  
decided to furnish it with cult objects and to embellish it with 
works of art. The author of the biography, who was from Guge, 
must have known the temple well and thus it would not be in 
vain to summarize that which he said of this Lha-khan and of 
the things that were to be admired. A further examination 
these notices in order to shed more light on the state of conser- 
vation of the temple must be the concern of future research. In 
it he placed an ivory statue of the "the Great Compassionate 
One" (Buddha or more likely Avalokiteivara) (Ba-sohi Thugs- 
rjes-rhen-pohi rten), a wonderful statue of Hevajra. made from the 
wood of the tree of enlightenment (byari-chub-kyi3iri-Ins (ms. la) 
bz'elis-pa!~i dpal Dges-pa-rdo-rjelri rten) and a manuscript of the 
Guhyasamija, written in Indian characters on the bark of a tree 
of Indian origin (dpal Gsan-bn-hdus-pa!~i dpe (ms. spe) Rgjla-dkar 
(ms. brgya-dkar ) -ky i iin-iut1-la rgya-yig-gi(s) bris-pa); from folio 
36 b we learn that he made in the same temple images of all the 
divinities of the cycle of the Guhyasamija: which probably means 
that paintings on the walls were connected with this Tantric 
cycle in which he was especially initiated and whose introduction 
into Tibet, as we have seen above. he effectively contributed to. 
And together he placed in the temple another 45 statues made 
either of copper or bronze (gz'an yari (ms. bz'an) zaris (ms. zan) 
sku-rag sku-la-sogs-palti rten mum-pu bz'i-bcu-z'e-lria bz'ugs-so). 

But in every temple that Buddhists consider as a Thugs-rtert or 
receptacle of the Buddha's spirit, are conserved not only the im- 
ages of the gods, but also their words. Following the Indian tra- 
dition that Buddhist books are buddhabhisita, that is they contain 
the words of the Buddha and altogether they represent the conti- 
nuity of Dharma, or the Law, in which he lives, is renewed and 



reveals himself, the temples, being among the most venerated 
works, were destined to receive collections of the sacred texts. 
Faithful to this principle, the lotsiva is said to have deposited a 
Tripitaka of a total number of 468 volumes in the monastery of 
Rad-nis. Actually the number of such volumes greatly exceeds 
that of the tomes of the ~ s t a n - h ~ ~ u r  and the Bkah-hgyur and 
does not in itself merit to be trusted greatly, because in the 
time of the lotsiva the work of the translation of doctrinal and 
canonical texts was far from being concluded, nor had the syste- 
matization of the Buddhist literature as it was known in Tibet oc- 
curred. There is no doubt that the compiler of the biography trans- 
ferred to the period of the lotdva a state of things that were veri- 
fied much later; or very probably, in the same temple were collec- 
ted more copies of the same work according to a custom that we 
will see further on, exercised with great frequency. 

From the names of the remainder of the text that the biograp- 
her cites one supposes that the texts gathered in the temple were 
solely in relation to the Prajiiipiramita in its various versions 
(fol. 39) of which Francke, moreover, had found copies also in 
the monastery of Tabo. Nothing is said about the language in 
which such collections were written, but it is not to be exclu- 
ded that beside the Tibetan versions there could have been 
conserved also the original Sanskrit ones brought from India 
and that had served as a basis for those translations. We do not 
know if such manuscripts are still preserved or where; but it 
is not improbable that in these ignored little temples one or two 
remain today, as zealously hidden from profane eyes as the igno- 
rance of the monks increases. But the greatest part of them must 
have been transferred to the convents, when the great monastic 
institutions were beginning to develop: at that time the rich lib- 
raries became centres of culture and erudition and they transfor- 
med themselves into flourishing schools where they educated the 
monks towards that secure mastery of the sacred literature, once 
rather more common in the Country of Snows than it is today. Nor 
is it to be excluded that many of these Indian manuscripts were 
destroyed or dispersed in the wars that Guge engaged in against 
Ladakh, and especially during the Tibetan war that brought about 
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the definitive annexation of the territory of Western Tibet by 
Greater Tibet. That is probable, since during the conflicts the 
monks became soldiers and the monasteries that were construct- 
ed almost always at the top of the mountains or close to the 
cliffs were by their very position, truly small fortresses; very 
often they rise well protected by bastions and castles. that would 
sweep the monasteries away in their own ruin, when they would 
be dismantled and destroyed by the victors. 

In the text there follows a list of objects of various kinds that 
were placed in the temple by the lotsiva himself and by the lesser 
lotslva, Legs-pahi-Ses-rab; but it is a simple listing of ritual ob- 
jects that are not wanting in any chapel since they are necessary 
to the ceremonies carried out in them. 

5 19. Other religious jotrndatiorrs attributed to Rin-chen-bzari-po 

Besides this temple we see listed another 21 minor ones, many 
of which still exist today in more or less dilapidated condition. I 
will discuss those that it is possible, at least, to identify and 
that I myself visited during my travels and that people con- 
nect precisely with Rin-chen-bzan-po. They are usually known 
and marked with the name of lotsiva!zi lha-khan "temple of the 
Lotsava". It seems, however, that thereis no trace of many other 
temples, since the inhabited centres in which they arose were also 
destroyed or abandoned in the course of time. At any rate, I will 
give a complete list of them since they represent a good guide 
when one might want to finish the archaeological exploration of 
Western Tibet and reconstruct its artistic as well as political and 
religious history (fol. 43-44). 

1. per-sa in Puran, that in the copy of Gergan becomes bier- 
ver; it is surely the same per in-Puran of which there is mention 
in the Deb-ther (kha 3). 

2. Go-khar in Kha-rtse (Gergan: tse; see above; in the Deb-ther 
it is Khva-tse). 

3. Phur-khar. 
4. Pu-ri (Gergan Pho-ri) it is almost surely the monastery of 

Pu-ri opposite Shipki (in the old maps of the Survey Booree). 



5. G.yan-skur (Gergan: gyan-skur ri-hri) northwest of Tiak. 
6. Ti-yag, in the maps of the Survey Tiak, on the road of the 

Hindustan-Tibet trade route, two days march from Shipki. 
7. Stan-med (fol. 43 tan-med) (in Gergan tsans-med) probably 

the Stang or Thang of the maps. south of the Pimikche pass. 
8. Sne-hu. 
9. Nye-van. 
10. SO-lin. 
1 1. Sgyu-man (Gergan: rgyu-lan). 
12. Ro-dpag (Gergan: ro-pag). 
13. Bcog-ro. 
14. Re-hri (probably the Ri-hri that figures as the second half 

of the Gyan-skur ri-hri in the list of Gergan), perhaps Ri, along 
the Sutlej, opposite Nuk. 

1 5. Dran-dran (Drangkhar in Spiti?). 
16. Lari, evidently the homonymous village in Spiti. 
17. Ta-pho, the great temple of Tabo in Spiti (near Lari). It 

was visited by Francke in 1909 and thus described in the work 
cited already many times: Antiquities of India11 Tibet 1.38 ff. 
Although it did not have the same importance as that of Toling, 
because it is far from the court and the capital, it is certain that 
it was also at one time one of the principal centres of the diffu- 
sion of Lamaist ideas instigated by Rin-chen-bzan-po. This tem- 
ple is also usually called chos-hkhor. as Toling, Alchi, etc. What 
does this designation that was given to some of the most celebra- 
ted temples of Western Tibet mean? Franke (I) thought that 
clzos-hkhor indicated a passage for the circumambulation of the 
faithful: that is he understood chos-hkhor or synonymous with 
gyas-[~khor. I, however, do not believe that is the exact interpre- 
tation. Chos-hkhor means literally dharmacakra and calls to mind 

(1) Shuttleworth, Llin-luri Temple, introd. 111. 
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the dharmacakrapravartann, the setting in motion of the wheel of 
Law performed by the Buddha with the preaching of the doc. 
trine. Thus, 1 think that chos-[~khor might be a designation of 
temples in which on some occasions during the period of the 
kings of Guge, they convoked councils or preached the Law at 
least partially taking advantage of the presence of the Indian 
masters invited to Tibet and from the necessity to make the 
tradition uniform with regard to the diverse texts translated. 

In fact, we know that a chos-hkhor took place under King 
Rtse-lde in 1076 and that the gathering of the masters that had 
come from various parts of Tibet and who were considered as 
repositories of various aspects of doctrine was called precisely 
chos-hkhor (Deb-ther kha 4: Me-pho-hbrug-gi chos-hkhor z'es- 
bya-ba Dbus Gtsari Kharns gsum-gj~i sde (xyl. 1de)-snod-hdzin-po 
phal-che-ba yan hdus). From the rest of the same Deb-ther (ja 2) 
we deduce that Tabo had a great importance and hosted for 
some time famous masters; in fact, it is narrated there (in Deb- 
ther) that when the pandit Kashmiri JfianaSri came to Tibet, he 
established himself in the chos-hkhor of Tabo. It was there that 
he learned the Tibetan language and for seven years imparted 
Tantric teachings to ~~ i -ma-4es - r ab  of Giial, the disciple, as we 
have seen, of the Lotsava of Zans-dkar. 

18. San-ran of the Survey maps and south of Kuang (1). 
19. Rig-rtse. 
20. Tsa-ran, I do not think that it is Tsa-pa-ran, but rather 

Charang, in the proximity of Bekhar. 
31. Dril-chun-re the same as the dri-la-chun of Gergan's list. 
In addition, the temples of Dkar-dpag in Lho, that is to the 

south, of MO-na in Grug-dpag; in Ron-chun that of Pu (Poo of 
the maps) and in Na-ra that of Bkahnam, in the village of the 
same name, along the Sutlej (near Jangi) where Csoma de Koros 
lived for some time (2). 

(1) But in the text it is divided poorly: bn ran riglrtse, Ran is  a very com- 
mon final in the toponomy of Guge. 

(2) See Francke, Antiquities, 1 . l  6. 



When Rin-chen-bzan-po was (87 fol. 47) he met ( l )  the 
great Atiia, or as the Tibetans usually call him, Jo-bo, who had 
been expressly called to Tibet by the king ot' Guge: the meeting 
is described with abundant detail, not only by our biography, 
but also in the life of AtiSa and in the Deb-ther-snon-po. The 
lotsiva already burdened by his years and doctrine did not hesi- 
tate to kneel before the luminary of VikramaSili, indeed, he re- 
quested and received some supplementary initiations such as that 
of Bde-mhog (Samvara), TBrB and Avalokiteivara according to 
the rite introduced by Atiia. 

At 98 he died, we do not know how: because the legend speaks 
of his vanishing in the air, as is the usual convention in the lives 
of the great saints and thaumaturges of Tibet. 

But the work that he began was not interrupted: Buddhism 
was flourishing again in Western Tibet. The enlivening apostolate 
of Rin-chen-bzan-po kindled new enthusiasm. And his disciples 
continued with constant fervor the activity of the master. 

SARVA-MANGALAM 

(1) But according to the Deb-ther-snon-po cited above. when he was 85; 
the same date is repeated in this work na I .  
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~eb-ther-shon-po kha 3b2 













Chos-bbyuh of Pad-ma-dkar-po, folio 107.3 





(1) Xil.: M krrr ma h h Co. 





Rsval-rabs, - .- folio 142a2 

(1) Correct skyi-nor as in Deb-ther. 
( 2 )  Xil.: guh, but it is necessary to 

read gur as in Deb-ther. 
( 3 )  Ms.: rigs. 



(1) Ms.: gyi. 
(2) Thus mss.: but the text seems to be 

corrupt. 
(3) Ms.: mthon ldih. 
(4) Thus mss.: correct brad-dha-ka-ram 
(5) Namely: Pad-ma-ka-ra-var-ma. 
(6) MSS:: did. 



(1) Mm.: yl'ar. 

(2) L: ya h'ci. 
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Bkah-nam see Ka-nam 
Bkah-rgyud-pa 7 
Bkra-Sis-rngon 22 
Bkra-Sis-rtse-mo 59 
Blo-ldan-Ses-rab 30 
Bodhipathapradipa 65 
BodhisattvabhCimivyBkhyii 50 
Bon, Bon-po 8, 67, 68 
Brag-steds-pa 32 
Brtson-hgrus-rgyal-mtshan 29, 31. 36 
Bru-Sa = Bru-z'a 

Bru-z'a 5 ,  38 
Bsod-nams-rgyal-ba 49 
Btsan-skyes 6 
Buddhabhadra 49 
Buddhajfiana 34, 35 
Buddhairignti 49 
Byah-chub-hod 21,24, 50.51.66 
Byad-chub-sems-dpab 24,25 
Byad-chub-ks-rab of Man-bor 30. 51 
Bz'er-ver 71 

Candrakirti 50 
Candraprabha 35 
caryatantra 33 
ChambH 60 
Chandra 60 
Chandra-bhiiga 60 
Charang 57, 73 
Chini 63 
Chos-blos 32 
Chos-hkhor 30,72 
Chos-kyi-rgyal-mtshan 32 
Chos-kyi-sgron-ma rnal-bbyorma 58 
Chumurti 16 
Chu-su 57 
Coedes 23 
Cog-ro of Guge 57.72 
Cog-(ro) of Khams 36 
Csoma de Kijros 73 

Dad-pa-Ses-rab 30 
Dainelli 59 
DBnaSila 52 
Dar-ma-grags 30 



Das S. Ch.  63, 65 
Dbus 29. 30 
De La Vallte Poussin 23 
Devaguru 23 
Devikara 49 
Devargja 22 
Devendrabuddhi 29, 50 
Dge-ba-blo-gros of Rma 29 
Dge-bahi-blo-gros 5 1 
Dharmadharnlatavibhariga 64 
Dharrnakirti 29, 51 
Dharmapiila 29, 34, 35 
Dharmairibhadra 49 
Diphkara 50 
Dipankararak~ita 51 
Dkar-chag 27 
Dkar-dpag 73 
Dkon-mchog-brtsegs of Mar-yul 32 
Dol-po 32 
Dpal-brtsegs of Ska 36 
Dpal-dpe-med-lhun-gyis-grub-pa (in 

Toling) 65 
Dpal-mchog 30 
Dpal-ye-Ses 53 
Dpal-yid-bz'in-lhun-gyis-grub-pa 

(temple) 64 
Dran-drau 72 
Dri-la-chuh, Dril-chun-re 73 
Durgatiparigodhanatantra 35 

Gangadhara 49 
Gar-log 24 
Gergan 53 
Ge-ser of Rnog 32 
Gilgit 8, 38 
Glan-dar-ma 12 
Giial 33 
Giian 33 
Gfian (lotsava of) 30 
Go-khar 56,66, 71 
Gra 31 
Gron-khyer-dpe-med 51 
Grub-mthah-gel-gyi-me-Ion 8 
Grug-dpag 73 
Gtsan 29, 30 
Guge 15, 30, 55 
Guhyasamiija 32, 34, 35, 69 

GwakaraSribhadra 50 
Gunapala 29 
Gun-pa Dge-bSes 32 
Gun-than 15, 65 
Gur-Sin 3 1 ,  36 
Gyan-skur 72 
Gyan-vo 56 
G.yu-sgra 56 
G.yu-sgra-chun 57 
G.yu-sgra-ston-San 57 
Gz 'en-rabs 68 
Gz'on-nu-bum-pa (Kum&rakalaSa) 33 
Gz'on-nu-dban-phyug 57 
Gz'on-nu-rgya-mtsho 32 
Gz'on-nu-Ses-rab 36 
Gz'on-nu-Ses-rab of Gra 31 
Gz'on-nu-tshul-khrims of Zans-dkar 

33 

Haribhadra 50 
Hbi-ta-ka 66 
Hbrom-ston 7 
Hedin Sven 64 
Hevajra 69 
Hkhor-re 21, 22, 63 
Ho-bu-lab-ka 63 
Hod-lde 21, 24, 30, 50, 51 
Hphags-pa-Ses-rab (see Zans-dkar 

lotsava) 30. 32 

J 
Jalamati 67 
Jalandhara 60 
Janardana 49 
Jinadeva 35 
Jinikara 35 
Jinamitra 36, 52 
Jiiiina of Khri-than 27.28 
Jfilna of Skyi-nor 27, 31 
JfianaSri 73 
Jfiinairibhadra 5 1 
JfilnaSrimitra 38 
Jo-bo 74 

Ka-la-cag-t i 61 
KBlacakra (tantra) 35. 38, 52 
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Kalha~a 38 
Karnalaguhya 49 
Kamalagnpta 49 
Karnalarak~ita 35, 49 
KarnalaSila 34 
Kanakavarrnan 49 
Kanam 56. 73 
Kang-sar 83 
Kar-gyal67 
Karmavajra 33 
Karmiivarapaprairabdhitantra 35 
Kanmipaqdita 34 
Kaze 55 
Ke-ri-ka 60 
Kha-char Whah-char, m h a h -  

hchar), see Khva-char 
Kha-che 56 
Khams 30 
Khapalu 83 
Kha-po-che of Btsan 30 
Kha-rtse see Khva-tse 
Kha-tse see Khva-tse 
Khri-sron-lde-btsan 7, 36, 52 
Khva-char 64 
Khva-tse (Khatze) 29, 33. 56, 64, 66, 

71 
Khyan-po-chos-brtson 30 
Khyun-ven 56, 61, 67 
Kilar 60 
Kishtwilr 60 
Klaproth 15 
Kle-ston 32 
Klubi-rgyalmtshan of Cog-ro 36, 52 
Kohala 60 
KoSalillankara 32 
b m e n d r a  38 
Kuang 73 
Kul-hcin-ru 32 
Kulu 59, 60 
Kumiirairi 51 
Kun-bzh-Ses-rab-bstan-rna 57 
Kun-dga-siiin-po 34 
Kun-srin-ies-mtsho 58 
Kyi-dah in Guge 52 
Kyun-lung 56 

Kyu-van. Skyu-vah see KhyuA-veh 

Las-stod 32 
Laufer 7 
Lce-z'ar 32 
Me-tsugs-mgon 21 
Ldog 32 
Ldog-goh-kha-pa 32 
Legs-pa-bzan-po 58 
Legs-pahi-fes-rab 31, 32, 35, 36, 58 
U v i  S. 19 
Lha-btsas 51 
Lha-chos 68 
Lha-dban-blo 29 
Lha-lde-(btsan) 21, 23, 24, 29, 50,60, 

61, 67 
Lha-lun 10, 55 
Lha-luns 55 
Lho-brag 52 
Lilung 55 
Lingti 55 
Losar 60 

Mildhyamika 7 
Ma-dzong see Ma-yan 
Ma-h%-gsan-hgal60 
Maitreya 30 
Malla 19 
Man-hor in Z'an-z'un 30. 51 
Man-nan 3 1 
Manasarovar 16 
mantra 28 
Man-yul 15 
Mar-pa 36, 52 
Mar-pa Rhos-yas of Srnon-gro 33 
Marthun 30 
Marx 16 
Mar-yul 15, 32, 55, 64 
Mason K. 61 
Miyij%latantra 31 
Ma-yan 57 
Mdo-man 67 
Miang see Ma-yan 
Milaraspa 7 
Mnab-ris 24, 25, 27, 65 
Mna-ris-bskor-gsum l 5 
Mnon-par-rtogs-pabi-rgyan 29 
Mon. Mon-pa 59 
MO-na 73 



Muktagama 56 
Myan-stod 32 
Myar-ma 63, 68 

N 

NBgaraja 22 
Nadrjuna 34, 35 
Nagtsho 50 
~ a - r a  73 
NBropa 7, 35, 36, 38. 52 
Nepal 19 
Nye-van 72 
Nyi-ma-Ses-rab (of Giial) 33, 73 
Nor-bu-glin-pa 34 
Nuk 72 
Nyunti 59 

0 

Orazio della Penna (Padre) I5 

P 

Padmiikaravarman 49 
Padmasarnbhava 65, 68 
Paiicaskandhaprakarasra 50 
Parahitabhadra 30, 64.65 
Paramaditantra 31, 32, 33, 65 
Phur-khar 71 
Phyag-len-ltar gsan-snags spyi spuns- 

hgro-lugs zin-ris kha-bskan 9 
Phyi-dar 14 
Pimikche 72 
Piyas 60 
Prajiiakaragupta 51 
Prajfiaptida 32, 36 
Prajfiaptila 29 
Prajiiaptiramita 70 
Prajiiavali 34 
Pramft~avBrt tika 29 
PramSinavFirttikBla6k8ra 30, 65 
Pram%navBrttikBlanklram 51 
Ramilnavirttikatika 51 
~ramfi~avtir t t ik&tti  29, 50 
Pu 73 
Pu-rah (Spu-rabs. Pu-rabs, Spu- 

hrans. Pu-hrans) 16, 22. 55 
Pu-ri 69.72 

Ral-pa-car19 
Ranbirpur 64 
Ratnadvipa 34 
Ratnavajra 34, 49 
Rawling 64 
Rdo-rje-bby~~n 3 1 
Re-hri, Ri-hri 72 
Rgva-ston 33 
Rgyal-bahi-hbyubgnas 35 
Rgyal-bahi-lha 35 
Rgyal-ba-Ses-rab 51 
Rgyal-tshab 23, 25 
Rgyan-so Speu-dmar in Myan-stod 

3 2 
Rgya-ye-tshwl 32 
Rgyu-lan 72 
Ri 72 
Rig-rtse 73 
Ri-hri see Re-hri 
Rin-chen-bzan-po, passim 
Rin-chen-rdo-rje 34, 49 
Rnog Lotsava (Blo-ldan-Ses-rab) 

30 
Ro-dpag (Ro-pag) 72 
Rohtang 60 
R06 29 
Ron-chun 73 
Rtse-lde 21. 25, 30, 51, 73 
Rtse-mo 33 
Rva Lotsava 30, 33 
Rva-nid see Rad-nis 

S 

Sa-bdag 67 
SidhupBla 29 
Sajjana 30 
&kya-blo 29 
Sakya-blo-gros 49, 50 
hkya-b~es-giien 51 
Sakyabuddhi 29. S1 
S&kya-hod 50 
Sakyamati 49.51 
Stikyaprabha 50 
Stikya-rdo- rje 32 
~alihotrfi~vayurvedasatfihitti 50 
Samiidhirsja 50 
Sarhvara 74 
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sahs-rgyas-yeses 9 
S~ntibhadra 49, 51 
SiintipZ 31 
Sintirakgita 32, 50 
Sarang 57 
Sarvarahasyatantra 3 1 
Sen-ge-rgyal-mtshan 33 
Ses-rab-dban-phyug 58 
Sgyu-bphrul-hdra 3 1 
Sgyu-man 72 
Shigri 60 
Shipki 56, 64.72 
Shuttleworth 10 
Silendrabodhi 36, 52 
SitZtapatrasHcchakavidhi 65 
Ska 36 
Skyid-lde-iii-ma-mgon 21 
Skyi-nor 32, 36 
Skyi-ron, Skyid-ron l5 
Smon-gro 53 
Sharthos 70 
SW-dar 14 
Sfie-hu 72 
Solin 72 
Spiti 59, 60 
~raddh~karavarman 32, 36,49, 56, 61 
Srid-yegz'on of Sans 32 
Srobbtsan 25 
Srobne 21, 22. 23, 34 
Stan-med 72 
Stod 29 
Subhsgita 24, 49, 50 
Subhriti 50 
Subhiitiiribhadra 49 
SubhiitiSriSZinti 29 
Suddhimati 51 
Sum-ston Ye-bbar 32 
Sunayanakrirnitra 51 
Sunyat asaptativiwtti 65 
Siitr%ilabkfir5diSlokavyPkhy Bna 64 

Tab0 (Ta-pho) 10,66,70,72 
Tamalapant i 61 
Tangi 57 
Ta-pho = Tabo 
Tara 74 
Tathtigatarakgita 49 
Tattvasabgraha (of Santiraksita) 50 

Tauv-graha (tantra) 31, 32, 33, 
34 

Thang 72 
Tiak, Ti-yag 72 
Tilopa 36 
Ti-yag 72 
Toling (Totling) l l ,  16, 25, 34, 51, 
64, 72 

Tsa-pa-ran 57, 73 
Tsa-rati 57 
Tshad-rna-rnam-hgrel 29 
Tshul-bbar 33 
Tshul-khrims-rgyal-ba 50 
Tshul-khrim-yon-tan 49 
Tson-kha-pa 7 

Vadanyaya 51 
VajrHsana (tantra) 35 
VajraSikharatantra 33 
Vajrodaya 3 1, 32 
Vasanta 35 
Ven-gir, Vin-gir 56 
Vijayakribhadra 49 
VlkramaSila 7, 51, 74 
Virnuktisena 50 
Vinayasatjgraha 51,65 
Viryabhadra 49 

Yam-Suh klu-chuh 33 
Ye-Ses-bzari-po 28 
Ye-Ses-dban-phyug 36 
Ye-!es-llod (Lha-bla-ma) 22, 23, 24, 
25, 29, 34,51, 63. 64.65, 66, 67 

Ye-bs-z'abs 32, 36 
yog&Cara 7 
yogatantra 32 
Yon-tan-dban-phyug 58 
Yon-tan-Si-la 49 
Young 64 
YuvarSja 23 

Zahs-dkar (lotsava) 12, 30, 73 
Z'an-z'ub 30 
Z'er in Pu-raii 29 
Z'a-sa 71 
Z'i-ba-bod 21, 32. 51 
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